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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
From studies made at constant and varying strain rates, 
the elastic modulas of bone has been shown to be strain rate 
dependent. Bone also exhibits the phenomena of creep and re­
laxation, necessitating its characterization as a viscoelas-
tic material. Investigations have been made to determine the 
parameters of assumed riscoslastic models of bone. Restric­
tions were placed on such tests due to the constitutive 
equations of the mathematical models. Then the specimens 
were perturbed in some manner and the model parameters deter­
mined from their response. 
The first dynamic tests applied to bone have been at 
constant strain rates. Through testing at different strain 
rates, bone's dependence upon strain rate is determined. In 
order to reach higher strain rates, impact tests are also 
made. & common method cf testing response to high strain 
rates is to use sinusoidal motion. Viscoelastic properties 
are then determined from amplitude ratio and phase angle be­
tween input and output signals. These properties can be a 
function of the frequency of excitation. 
Different methods may be used to determine the frequency 
dependence of the complex modulus of bone. Wave propagation 
in a uniaxial test can be used. This method is limited to 
higher frequencies due to the specimen size. At least one 
wavelength of vibration per length of the specimen is needed 
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which sets a lower limit on the frequency due to the limited 
length of a bone specimen. At lower frequencies, sinusoidal 
tests consist of measurements of complex impedance, transmis-
sibility and magnification factors. But such tests are usu­
ally impaired, to some extent, by extraneous damping or com­
plex impedance of the apparatus. These extraneous effects 
include damping caused by the specimen's motion in the sur­
rounding air as well as that introduced by attachments to the 
testing device. 
I noted that there is a need for more coafplex modulus 
data of bone and a difficulty in accounting for sources of 
damping and extraneous impedances, so I chose mechanical im­
pedance techniques for use in developing a test method at 
lower frequencies. Hechanical impedance techniques are the 
mechanical equivalents of electrical circuit analysis. When 
used correctly, the individual elements of a system can be 
described and the overall systes response detersinei* Cor­
rections for complex impedance errors can also be introduced. 
Assurance that the test procedure meets the requirements of 
the bone's mathematical model is then possible. 
This thesis presents the concept of mechanical impedance 
in the development of a test for the complex modulus of bone. 
The history of mechanical impedance, its previous use in 
biomechanics, aud related investigations of bone are reviewed. 
Mechanical impedance concepts and theoretical analysis 
3 
Of tests are developed. The development of an impedance mea­
suring system using a PDF 8/E digital computer on line for 
control and analysis of vibration test data is also present­
ed. The application and limitations of a test method for the 
complex modulus of bone is shown. This research is a limited 
effort in bone property determination, and attempts only to 
combine the expanding technique of mechanical impedance in an 
application for bone analysis. 
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
History of Hechanical Impedance 
The early part of the nineteenth century saw the begin­
ning of the transition of engineering froa an art to a sci­
ence. flaxwell, in studying tfee new science of electrical en­
gineering ^ proposed that electrical systems were dynaaic. 
"This led to the use of oechanical systems and of mechanical 
theory in dynamics for the representation of the electrical 
theory of that time, and for many years mechanical models of 
electrical systems were used for purposes of study and demon­
stration "(Sutherland, 1950). Thus, the powerful methods of 
circuit analysis developed from an analogy to mechanical sys­
tems. This suggested to many tbat electrical circuits might 
be used to study mechanical systems. 
Co k, Bic&le (1925) set up the classical impedance anal­
ogy in which mechanical iapedaace «as analogous to electrical 
impedance. Necessarily, force was analogous to voltage, ve­
locity to current, and mass to inductance. F. à. Firestone 
suggested a mobility analogy in 1933 in which the iaverse of 
mechanical impedance (mobility) yas analogous to electrical 
impedance. In this analogy, force was analogous to current, 
velocity to voltage, and mass to capacitance. The advantages 
of the two analogies were compared by Firestone (1938, 1957) . 
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Since the development of these analogies, many of the 
electrical circuit analysis methods have been extended to use 
in mechanical and acoustical networks. The analogies also 
brought about the use of the analog computer for simulation 
of mechanical systems. The response of an electrical model 
for a mechanical system could then be studied. 
Analogies and the analog computer have been helpful 
tools in the study of mechanical system models. However, 
that is what they are, models. Until the advent of modern 
solid state technology and the arrival of smaller and smaller 
piezoelectric transducers, mechanical sfstems could not be 
studied easily without affecting their response by the appli­
cation of the measurement system. TechEology is developing 
to the point where it is becoming possible to study even 
small mechanical systems with the assurance that the measured 
quantities are unaffected by the transducer's presence. 
The impedance analogy, coupled sith the ability to accu­
rately measure the forces and motions in a mechanical system, 
forms a powerful tool for the engineer. The application of 
electrical circuit analysis methods contributes greatly to 
the mechanical system analysis. This method has been applied 
often in recent years. 
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Application to Biomechanics 
The impedance method has been used by many researchers 
to study the mechanical characteristics of biological sys­
tems. In 1955, Corliss and Koidan studied the forehead and 
mastoid using mechanical impedance. Others have also studied 
the head using variations of this procedure (Hodgson and 
Nakamura, 1968; Gurdjian, Hodgson, and Thomas, 1970; Stal-
naker, Fogle and HcElhaney, 1971; Shuck, Haynes, and Fogle, 
1972), The looseness of teeth in vivo «as correlated with 
its mechanical impedance (Hoyes, Clark, and Watson; 1968}. 
A nondestructive method to determine fracture healing in bone 
was investigated (Campbell and Jurist, 1971). Suggs and 
Abrams (1970) utilized mechanical impedance in studying the 
gross dynamical characteristics of biological materials. 
They also studied the human hand-forearm system for use in 
the design of handles for chain saws (Abrams and Suggs, 
1969). The clinical application of a torsional mechanical 
impedance test on human skin was attempted by Daly, Tomlin-
son, and Odland (1970) . These are just a few of the possible 
applications of âechaîileal iâpedaace to bio sec ha nies. 
Complex Modulus Investigations 
The methods for determining the frequency variation of a 
viscoelastic material's properties can be divided into two 
classes. In the first type, the resonance method, the prop­
1 
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erties of the material are determined at a system resonance, 
at resonance, much of the mathematics to solve for the prop­
erties is simplified. A change in the system is required to 
change the resonant frequency. Since the system change oc­
curs in discrete jumps, by changing mass or dimensions, the 
properties are obtained at discrete frequencies. 
The second type, the spectrum method, allows for deriva­
tion of the properties over a frequency range. Here, the 
mathematics is more difficult, often requiring the solution 
to simultaneous equations. All of the following methods that 
have been used to determine dynamic properties can be classed 
as above, 
Naunton and Waring (1938) developed a resonant method of 
determining the comples modulus of rubber like materials. 
They modeled the specimen and axial vibrator as a single de­
gree of freedom system in which the specimen had ail the 
stiffness and daaping characteristics. The resonant frequen­
cy was changed by varying the attached mass. The stiffness 
and damping terms of the second order differential equation 
were then used to describe the material. Other researchers 
have subsequently used this method (Gehman, Woodford, and 
Stambaugh, 1941; Sebrell and Dinsmore, 1941), In discussing 
the limitation of such an approach, Bivlin (1950) questioned 
the validity of the basic first order system sodel, Tung-Ming 
Lee (1963) improved on the Naunton-Saring method by including 
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a distributed mass system and the general linear viscoelastic 
law. Norris and Young (1970} extended this procedure by ac­
counting for the added end m ass and calculating the complex 
modulus from the end displacement ratio. Sufficient damping 
«as required for accurate measurement because of the small 
magnitudes of the end displacement ratio at resonance. 
Bland and Lee (1955) described two methods of calculat­
ing the complex modulus from measurements of a vibrating reed 
mounted as a cantilever beam. The amplitude ratio of the 
driven and free ends of the reed was considered in both 
methods. The first method considered the phase difference 
between the two end motions and was used over a frequency 
range. The second method was based on the amplitude ratio at 
resonance. By varying the length of the reed, the resonant 
frequency was changed. Their analysis combined the general 
linear viscoelastic law Hith the weli-kuowa beam theory. 
This latter sethod has been used by Thoapsos, Snlikery 
and Young (1970) to dstsrsia® the coaples modulus of bone. 
Osing a dehydrated bone strip machined from the dog radii, 
they found the complex modulus to be about 2.6(1+.015j) s 10* 
Ibf/inz at 200 Hz and a slight increase in the imaginary part 
to .03 at 1200 Hz. For a dog's whole wet radii, they deter­
mined an effective aodulus of 3,0(1+=07j) x 10® Ibf/in^ at 
128 Hz. after drying, this effective aodulus changed to 
3.2(1+.03]) X 10® Ibf/inz. Thus, dehydration of the bone re­
9 
duced the viscoelastic damping. They also showed a slight 
increase of the complex part of the elastic modulus with fre­
quency, An effective modulus was necessary to average the 
properties across the bone cross section which was anisotrop­
ic and nonsymmetrical. 
Parsons, later, and Schloss (1966) applied a transfer 
impedance technique to the measurement of the dynamic proper­
ties of a material. Their specimen, suspended vertically, 
was blocked on the top with a stiff force gauge. It was ex­
cited harmonically and the motion measured at the lower end. 
The two signals and the corresponding phase angle were used 
to derive the complex Young*s modulus over a wide frequency 
range. For highly damped materials, the mathematics became 
simplified and the damping was easily determined froa the 
phase angle. This method is not applicable to lower damped 
materials because of inaccurate phase measurement. 
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CHAPTER III. CONCEPT OF HECHaNIC&L IHPED&NCE 
Definitions and Variations 
"Sechanical impedance is a quantitative aeasure of the 
ability of a structure to resist a vibratory force." (Ameri­
can Standard S2. 6-1963). Hore specifically, mechanical im­
pedance is the complex ratio of an exciting force to a re­
sulting sinusoidal velocity of the same frequency. Bhen 
these are measured at the same point and in the same direc­
tion, the ratio is daioted the driving point impedance. If 
the force and velocity are measured in different directions 
or at different points, we designate the ratio as the trans­
fer impedance. In most cases, the term mechanical impedance 
means a driving point impedance. In this paper, impedance 
will mean a driving point mechanical impedance unless specif­
ically uoted as otherwise. The mechanical ispedance Z at the 
driving frequency w C-aâ^sins/seconà) is defined mathematical­
ly as 
z . F/V . ' zei* (3-1) 
vhere F = force magnitude. 
7 = velocity magnitude. 
({) = phase angle by which the force leads the velo­
city. 
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The bar over a quantity indicates a vector in the complex 
plane. 
Since the general practice is to measure the accelera­
tion instead of the velocity, another relatioaship making use 
of the definition 
where (j) =4-n/2 radians is the phase angle by which the force 
s 
leads the acceleration. Thus we see that to completely de­
scribe the mechanical impedance we need a magnitude and a 
The mechanical impedance may be also broken up into its 
real and imaginary parts. 
A = jojV = ujVe Vgj(wt-*+n/2) ^ (wt-*^) (3-2) 
gives us 
Z = jcoF/A = (3-3) 
Z = = R + jS (3-4) 
where R = the real part called the mechanical resistance. 
S = the imaginary part called the mechanical react­
ance. 
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Se also see that 
tan ^ = S/R (3-5) 
The mobility H is defined as the reciprocal of the me­
chanical impedance Z. Thus 
M = 1/Z = e-i*/Z (3-6) 
nobility has useful applications for some types of struc­
tures. 
Elementary Examples 
To become more familiar with the concept of mechaaical 
impedance, consider the fallowing simple examples. Consider 
a rigid sass s, ir. lbs, for shich Helton's 2nd La? gi?es 
jut (3-7) •p = m A = TnZi(5 
where the force and acceleration are in phase. The accelera­
tion is measured in standard gravitational units (g's) and 
the resulting force is in Ibf. For this mass the impedance 
becomes 
Z = (3-8) 
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from' which we see that a mass is an ideal mechanical react­
ance. This function is plotted in Fig. 3-1. k mass line has 
a constant positive slope and the phase angle is 90 degrees 
for all freguencies. 
Consider next the ideal spring of zero mass for which 
the force is proportional to the displacement. 
where k is the spring constant in Ibf/in. Here, the dis­
placement is differentiated to obtain velocity and the imped­
ance becoaes 
plotted in Pig. 3-1. The spring lines are lines of constant 
negative slope and the phase angle is -90 degrees for all 
frequencies. 
Last, consider the ideal dashpot for which the force is 
directly proportional to the velocity. 
F = kx (3-9) 
Z = (3-10) 
^ 4 yv 
F = cV (3-11) 
tfhere c is the daaping coefficient in Ibf sec/in. The imped-
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Figure 3-1. Mechanical impedance of idealized elements. 
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ance for the dashpot is simply the damping coefficient. 
Z = F/V = c (3-12) 
The impedance is constant and the phase angle is zeco for all 
frequencies as shown in Fig. 3-1. 
Impedance Graph 
In Fig. 3-1, which has become the standard mechanical 
impedance graph, there are actually three sets of coordinates 
plotted versus frequency. First, from the left coordinate, 
the impedance can be determined in Ibf sec/in. Secondly, 
the stiffness scale gives a dynamic stiffness in Ibf/in. Fi­
nally, the mass scale gives an apparent mass in Ibm. Nov, 
some new parameters and their reciprocals can be defined. 
apparent mass = F/A = Force /Acceleration 
Dynamic stiffness = F/X = Force/Displacement 
Inertance = A/F = Acceleration/Force (3-13) 
Compliance = X/F = Displacement /Force 
Consider the single degree of freedom mechanical system 
shown in Fig. 3-2. 
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//////////////////// 
Figure 3-2. Single degree of freedom mechanical system. 
The mechanical impedance for this system is 
z= fzii] r ] (3-14) 
I Lv(l-r-)-+(2çr)^J 
where r = the ratio of the driving frequency to the natu­
ral frequency. 
Ç = the damping ratio. 
As a means to clarify the ispsdance graph, this function is 
plotted for various damping coefficients» As seen in Fig. 
3-3, the impedance changes from essentially spring-like be­
havior at low frequency, to damping-like at resonance, to 
mass-like at high frequency. The corresponding phase angle 
of this system is also shown. 
^ -90 
1000 5000 
Frequency - Hz 
Figure 3-3. Mechanical Impedance of a single degree of 
freedom mechanical system. 
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Mechanical Systems Analysis 
The mechanical impedance technique becomes a powerful 
tool when the mathematics of electrical circuit theory is ap­
plied to the mechanical counterpart. Individual mechanical 
impedance blocks derived from actual experimental measurement 
can be combined and the overall system response predicted. 
Parallel and series mechanical elements can be combined in 
the same form as in electrical elements. 
<UI 
(a) Parallel {b) Series 
Figure 3-4. Combinations of mechanical elements. 
Fig. 3-%a shows a parallel coâbiàâtios of sschanical ele­
ments, They have the same velocity across them and are com­
bined by adding their impedances. Fig. 3-4b shoes a series 
combination of mechanical elements. These have the same 
force through them and are combined by adding their mobili­
ties; i.e., inverses of their impedances. This is an example 
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where mobility has a mathematical advantage over the imped­
ance form. All of the other electrical circuit laws have 
their counterpart in mechanical impedance analysis as summa­
rized in the following paragraphs (Spectral Dynamics Corpora­
tion, 1973). 
KirchhofEls_laws 
1. The sum of ail the forces acting at a common connec­
tion of elements is zero. 
2. The SUE of the relative velocities across the con­
nections of series mechanical elements taken around a closed 
loop is zero. 
When used, these laws provide a set of simultaneous ecj«!atloc>s 
from which all the forces and velocities in a mechanical 
system can be determined. 
££inci£ie_of_su2er£ositioQ 
If a mechanical system of linear bilateral elements in­
cludes more than one vibration source, the force or velocity 
response at a point in the system can be determined by adding 
the response to each source, taken separately. This princi­
ple is isportant srhes cons id «ring a systesi respC'ûse to a noa-
sinsoidal force which can be represented by a Fourier series. 
Re£iH£2£itl_theorem 
If a force at point A in a system of linear bilateral 
elements produces a motion at point B, when the force is ap­
plied at point B, the former motion now exists at point A, 
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provided all impedances in the system remain unchanged. In a 
physical system, this indicates that the transmission of en­
ergy in either direction is the same. 
Thevenin's theorem 
A mechanical system containing multiple elements and vi­
bration sources can be combined forming a single constant-
force generator in parallel with a single impedance. 
Norton's theorem 
& mechanical system containing multiple elements and vi­
bration sources can be combined to a single constant-velocity 
generator in series with an impedance. 
These general theorems form the basis for analyzing me­
chanical systems. If a mechanical system is modeled by a 
network of simple elements, this network can be condensed to 
a more compact form. Elements can be combined, forming 
blocks that define various transfer responses of the system. 
The combination of elements used depends upon the responses 
desired. Though such a process is complex, it is feasible 
when the mechanical system can be modeled. 
Sometimes, it is difficult to form a descriptive model 
of a mechanical system in terms of simple elements. Hechani-
cal elements cannot always be broken into components of mass, 
stiffness or damping alone. Mechanical impedance analysis 
can then be used to describe the complex aechanical elements. 
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Building block approach 
Techniques have been developed that incorporate mechani­
cal impedance analysis into modeling of total systems. One 
such technique has been called the building block approach to 
structural dynamics. (Klosterman and Lemon, 1969). Complex 
systems such as pickup trucks hare been analyzed using this 
type of approach (Klosterman and HcClelland, 197 3). The bas­
ic steps involved in this process will now be reviewed. 
& complex structure is divided into a number of smaller 
interconnected components, which are analyzed using mechani­
cal impedance. A transfer function is defined between each 
interconnection and every point of interest. The required 
dynamic response characteristics of each component i,s given 
to a computer program which develops analytical expressions 
to describe both the static and dynamic response of the com­
ponent. The analytical transfer functions are then used to 
set up equations that describe the entire systes. These 
equations in matrix form are analyzed by a computer to give 
the steady state response of the entire system (Klosterman 
and Lemon, 1969). 
A typical analytic expression to represent the complex 
characteristics of a component is shown in Eq. (3-15) (Spec­
tral Dynamics Corporation, 1 972b). Here, the compliance 
transfer function is used. 
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n 
F 
X 1 
(3-15) 
i=l 
where = the natural frequency of the ith mode 
a = the effective mass for the rigid body modes, 
n = the number of quadratic equations necessary to 
define a particular building block. 
= the effective stiffness of the ith mode. 
= the viscous damping coefficient for the ith mode. 
This expression assumes that the modes of vibration are not 
coupled by damping. The free-free rigid body modes of the 
system are represented by the first term. The variables in 
this equation are determined by computer curve fitting to the 
ezperisental data. The number of sodes; Q; included must al­
low this expression to fit the data over the frequency range 
of interest. The complex transfer function can then be ana­
lytically described for computer use in modeling the overall 
mechanical system. 
Haay different aspects must be considered when aeasuring 
mechanical impedance. The frequency range of interest is 
limited by the transducers and vibration sources. The imped­
ance magnitude range should also be considered in selection 
Impedance Measurement 
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of possible transducers for force and motion measurement. Of 
great importance, is the effect that the transducers have on 
the structure and its impedance. These different aspects of 
experimental consideration will be investigated in the fol­
lowing discussions. 
Impedance heads have been specifically designed for the 
driving-point impedance test with selected sensitivity to 
force and motion in specific directions (Wilcoxon, 1972) . 
They are generally small in order to limit their loading on 
the structure to be studied. In general, the impedance head 
contact area and its moment of inertia are also minimized. 
Attachment 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3-5. Impedance head configurations. 
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There are two common impedance head configurations, 
which basically combine a force gauge with an accelerometer. 
The first configuration (Fig. 3-5a) has the azcelerometer 
mounted on the base below the force gauge. The accelerometer 
is mounted above the force gauge near the attachment point in 
the second case (Fig. 3-5b). Sometimes several gauges are 
arranged symmetrically for better transducer response (Endev-
co, 1972). A vibration generator is usually connected to the 
base of the impedance head. 
The gauges usually include piezoelectric crystals which 
generate a charge proportional to their deformation. & 
charge produced by the accelerometer is proportional to the 
acceleration. The force gauge generates a charge proportion­
al to the force transmitted through to the structure. Here, 
the damping is considered to be so small that it can be ne­
glected since these gauges are operated far from their reso­
nant frequency. The impedance head is assuaed to be so stiff 
that the motion at the base is equivalent to the structural 
motion at the attachment point. The inertial force of the 
mass above the force gauge can usually be neglected. These 
assumptions are not always valid as explained in the follow­
ing discussions. 
Stiffness considerations 
The effects of the impedance head stiffness can be exam­
ined by considering the system shown in Pig. 3-6, 
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Idealized structure Impedance head 
Figure 3-6= Idealized structure eith iiapedance head as a 
complex spring. 
The structure's mass is combined into an ideal mass and the 
structural stiffness and dai)ping lumped into a complex 
spring. The aass of the impedance head is neglected and its 
stiffness and damping also represented as a complex spring. 
Series stiffnesses add as reciprocals giving the total com­
plex stiffness as 
kg*kf* 
k* = k"'+k • = kR + i"": = 
shere k^* = k^d+jô^) ,the structural complex stiffness. 
~ kjvl+jvj) -the Xmpedance head complex stiffness. 
It is possible to shoe froa this that 
r k 1 
j^(l+Ôg^) + (1 + Ôj^) 
(l+iT-) ^  + (5^+5^ t7—) ^  f s k f J 
(3-17) 
a 
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and 
= ks 
Ggfl+gfZ) + (j^) (l+GgZ) 
^ iC 
(1+}^) + (Gf+Sg k-)2 
(3-18) 
The apparent damping then becomes 
^  = Î Ç =  
a+6f2) 4- (^) 
(1«/) + 
(3-19) 
Since the damping of the force link and the higher order 
terms of the structural damping can usually be neglected 
kR = ks/(l+ks/kf) (3-20) 
8 Gg/(l+kg/kg) (3-21) 
The total complex stiffness can noH be represented as 
k* = [kg/tl+k^j] [1 + jôg/d+j^)] (3-22) 
f f 
From the above egaatioas both the apparent stiffness and 
the damping of the combined stiffnesses is lower than the 
true values for the structure. Figure 3-7 shows the effects 
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Frequency - Hz 
Figure 3-7. lîffects of impedance head stiffness on a 
measured mechanical impedance. 
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of this difference on the plotted impedance of this system. 
The anticesonance, impedance maximum, is shifted down in fre­
quency and the sharpness of resonance increases with decreas­
ing force gauge stiffness. There is an error in the antires-
onant frequency and the system seems to be less damped than 
it actually is. 
ku impedance head is limited in the structural stiffness 
that it can accurately measure. The structural stiffness 
that can be measured accurately is usually considered to be 
less than one tenth of the impedance head stiffness (Hilcox-
on, 1972). When the structural stiffness approaches that of 
the force gauge and attachments in series, there is an inher­
ent error in the measured impedance. 
The measurable impedance limit can be raised by correc­
ting for this error in impedance measurement. Consider the 
iapedance head of Fig. 5-5a as a complex spring (Fig. 3-8). 
Figure 3-8. Free body diagram of the impedance head as an 
ideal complex spring k*, connected to a general structural 
impedance Zg. 
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The measured impedance at the base b of the impedance head is 
\ + iZml (3-23) 
and the true structural impedance at the attachment point a 
is 
- ^ sR + i%sl (3-24) 
The free body diagram of the complex spring gives 
F = k*(X^ - X^) (3-25) 
where k* = k(l+j5) 
Expressing this equation in terms of compliances gives 
X, . 
^ (3-26) 
F F * 
ahere se see that the measured compliance is in error by a 
complex constant. 
It is possible to sho* from Eqs« (3-23) , (3-24) and (3-25) 
that the true structural impedance can be expressed as 
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or if the damping is neglected 
S T , (3-28) 
Thus, when the structural stiffness approaches the im­
pedance head stiffness, the measured impedance can have large 
error. This error can be corrected for if the coaplez stiff­
ness of the impedance head is known. Again damping can usu­
ally be neglected and the true structural impedance can be 
determined from Eg. (3-28). 
It is sometimes difficult to implement this correction 
in an actual impedance test, since the acceleration and not 
the displacement is usually measured. Artificial integration 
with logarithmic amplifiers commonly used in some impedance 
instrumentation systems (Spectral Dynamics, 1972a) could use 
would simply involve the analog subtract-ioii of a coeplez con­
stant froa the aeassred compliance^ 
Alternately, with, a coaputer programmed impedance system 
as described in the next chapter, this correction is simple 
mathematics. The correct structural impedance or any of the 
other impedance functions can easily be programmed on the 
computer. 
The above stiffness correction is useful only for the 
ispedance head with base mounted accelerometer (Pig. 3-5a). 
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For the alternate impedance head configuration with the at­
tachment point accelerometer (Pig. 3-5b) this correction can­
not be used, additional supporting structure is necessary in 
this type of impedance head complicating the overall stiff­
ness and response. 
The impedance head response is complicated by the fact 
that the attachment screw is also a spring in series with the 
force gauge. Their combined stiffness is found from the sum 
of their reciprocals to be less than either. Equation (3-29) 
shows that the resonant frequency of the force link is pro­
portional to the combined stiffness. 
yhere m is the apparant mass of the system. In this case, if 
k is ioîîêr becauss of a ic:; attachzent stiffness- the reso-
aaat frequency is lowered also. The attachment is usually 
made directly to the structure with a waxy lubricant applied 
between the mating surfaces. The surface tension of the lu­
bricant creates an extremely high attachment stiffness assur­
ing that the frequency range is not limited further. 
A structure tends to deform directly under the impedance 
head attachment. This is true also for a supposedly rigid 
aass, commonly used to calibrate an impedance head. The def­
ormation of the lumped mass beneath the impedance head at­
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tachment can cause errors in the estimation of allowable fre­
quency range (Vilcozon, 1972). The stiffness of the mass can 
be calculated froa the theory that treats the deformation of 
a semifinite elastic body by a die and unifora pressure dis­
tribution. If the mass diameter is several times greater 
than the impedance head, the limiting stiffness of the mass 
is given by (Wilcozoa, 1972) 
= 1.70 Ed (3-30) 
where E = loung's modulus of the mass material. 
d = the mean diameter of the attachment. 
Thus, the stiffness due to structural deformation of a lumped 
mass is in combination with the impedance head stiffness and 
nay limit frequency range or calibration. 
Another problem with testing light spring-like structures 
like metal plates is that the attacusêst aaj tsnd to stiff sa 
the structure. Thus, sost impedance heads attempt to keep 
the attachment area small. Hith a small attachment area.- the 
impedance head approaches the idealized impedance test at a 
point. Note that decreasing the attachment area tends to de­
crease the material stiffness previously discussed. Thus, 
these two attempts at a better impedance head conflict. & 
compromise sust be made between using a small area for point 
iapedance and a larger area to liait deformation stiffness 
effects. 
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Mass considerations 
The impedance head is also limited in how small an im­
pedance it can accurately measure. Note that the force gauge 
is actually seasuring the force on the loser part of the at­
tachment mass. Thus, the measured force is in error by the 
amount of inertial force on the attachment mass. For large 
impedances, this correction may be disregarded. Foe small 
impedances such as structures in resonance, the inertial 
force of the attachment mass may become equal to or greater 
than the structural force to be measured. This is demon­
strated by Fig. 3-9, 
Attachment 
mass m ¥ 
Figure 3-9. Free body diagram of the impedance head as an 
ideal mass. 
3* 
Summing these forces on the attachment mass, we obtain 
F = F + m A (3-31) 
m s a * ' 
«here Fg = the true structural force, 
= the force measured by the impedance head. 
the inertial force of the attachment mass. 
Note that these are vector quantities and must have associ­
ated phase angles included, ht a structural resonance, the 
structural force becomes smaller and the acceleration in­
creases. Here, it is possible for the measured force to be 
in great error. Electronic circuits can be used to cancel 
out the attachment mass effect by subtracting a portion of 
the acceleration signal from the measured force signal. The 
accuracy of this correction depends on the assumption that 
the attachssat acts as a rigid mass. If the attachissat is 
not ideal, additional error could be introduced here. When 
the structural impedance approaches that of the attachment 
mass, consideration must be given to these effects. Usually 
accuracy cannot be guaranteed at impedances approaching this 
quantity and the impedance head shows a lower limit of imped 
ance that it can accurately measure. 
Bass cancellation and stiffness cancellation can bs ass 
separately. Mass cancellation is necessary only at low im­
pedances and stiffness cancellation necessary only at high 
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impedances. Care must be taken at high frequencies when the 
lower limit mass line approaches the upper limit stiffness 
line. Then these two considerations are not separate and a 
complex impedance correction is necessary which includes both 
effects. 
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CHAPTER IV. DEVELOPMENT OF IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
aany considerations sost be cade ehen aeasuring aechaai-
cal iapsdaace, la the previoas discussion, the mechanical 
limitations of impedance measurement were discussed. Addi­
tional electrical instrumentation is needed to complete such 
a system. A source of sinusoidal vibration is necessary to 
drive the structure. Also, some method of determining ampli­
tude, phase, and frequency of the transducer signals must be 
used. If many impedances are to be analyzed, automatic proc­
essing and graphing of the data is desired. There are com­
plete impedance measuring systems available commercially, 
which control the dynamic test and output data in digital or 
graphical form (Spectral Dynamics Corporation, 1972a). In 
the absence of such sophisticated instrumentation, a measure-
sent systss vas dsvslopsd based en an available PDP 6/E digi­
tal computer. Together wità au equipment loan from Spectral 
Dynamics Corporation, the computer became a powerful dynamic 
analysis tool. This mechanical impedance analysis system is 
shown in block form in Fig. 4-1. 
Instr usentat ion 
The source of vibration began with a Spectral Dynamics 
SD114B Sweep Oscillator Servo. This provided sinusoidal vi­
bration control of frequency and amplitude for an electrody-
namic shaker. Provision was aade for external control of 
Test 
structure 
Kistler 912 force gauge 
ADI AC165 accelerometer 
ADI 
AV50 
shaker 
Kistler 504 
charge 
amplifiers 
ADI N300 
power amplifier 
ASR 33 
teletype 
HP 7004B 
X-Y recorder 
SD114B 
sweep oscillator servo 
SD120 
carrier generator 
SD122 
tracking filters 
PDP 8/E 
digital 
computer 
Figure 4-1. Block diagram of the instrumentation system. 
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frequency, in this case, from the digital computer. Servo 
control of vibration amplitude vas through feedback of a 
transducer signal. The oscillator signal was amplified by a 
250 watt AGAC Derritron H300 power amplifier to drive the 
electrodynamic shaker. Two shakers were used at different 
times. For low level forces, a .75 lb Wilcoxon F3 shaker was 
ased. For higher force levels, a 50 lb AGRC Derritron àV50 
shaker was needed. 
When a mechanical system is tested, provision must be 
made to measure the driving force and motion. Piezoelectric 
transducers were used in this system. A Wilcozon 2602 imped­
ance head with force and accelerometer gauges was used with 
the small F3 shaker. For use with the larger shaker, a Kist-
ler 912 force link and the shaker head accelerometer were 
used. For all transducers, Kistler 504 charge amplifiers 
were used, à Spectral Dynamics SD122 dual channel tracking 
filter cleaned the charge amplifier signals of all noise and 
harmonics- The tracking filter was frequency tuned through 
use of the SD114B oscillator and a SD120 carrier generator. 
The end result was two filter signals, force and accelera­
tion, for input into the digital computer. 
PDP-8/E Laboratory computer 
The heart of the impedance analysis system was a Digital 
Equipment Corporation's PDP-8/E computer that had been modi­
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fied for laboratory use (Digital Equipment Corporation, 
1971). This computer had a basic memory and an extended mem­
ory totaling 8,192, 12 bit, words. Each 4096 word memory was 
portioned into 32, 128 word, pages. Direct addressing was 
allowed only on the current page and page "zero". The in­
struction cycle time was 1,2 usee with most instructions re­
quiring one to three cycles. The modifications involved in­
put and output devices which interfaced the computer with 
various external equipment (Swift and Carlson, 1972) . There 
were 16 analog-to-digital (A/D) input channels handled 
through a multiplexer. The sampling system digitized input 
signals with 10 bit discretion in approximately 18 usee. 
Eight of the input channels were 10 volt input and the re­
maining eight used inputs of .707 or 1 volt. Inputs could 
also be from eight 10 turn potentiometers mounted on the com­
puter chassis. 
There was & built-in clock which varied in frequency 
from .1 to 10,00 0 Sz by factors of 10. Provision sas aads 
for an external clock also. There were eight sense switches 
and eight sense lines which gave a program logic control de­
pending upon switch position or line voltages. The switch 
register switches also could be used for program input. 
Various outputs aere included in the coapater modifica­
tions. There were 4 digital to analog (D/â) output channels 
and 8 relay outputs, which could be used for control of 
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external devices. Output could also be displayed oa a Tek­
tronix Type 601 Storage Display oscilloscope with 256 bit 
discretion for both display coordinates. Provision was made 
for direct connection to a single pen Hewlett Packard 7004B 
x-y recorder. 
The computer allowed the operator to manually program 
the machine by using the programmer's console or through use 
of the ASfi 33 Teletype console. 
The computer was used, in this case, to control and ana 
lyze the dynamic test. Computer control was used at times 
for the external sweep on the oscillator. The square wave 
and linear DC frequency outputs of the oscillator in conjunc 
tion with the 100 Khz output of the carrier generator were 
used by the computer for frequency determination. Both line 
ar DC and phase coherent sinusoidal signals from the two 
channels of the tracking filter were inputs for the computer 
Programming Techniques 
The mnemonic language of the PDP-8 computer is called 
PAL (Program Assembly Language) (Digital Equipment Corpora­
tion, 1972a). This is often referred to as "sachine lan­
guage." PAL instructions consist of 3 letter mnemonic sym­
bols plus an argument. These symbols usually suggest the ac 
tual instruction and the argument directs the action of the 
instruction. All PAL instructions are basically 4-digit oc­
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tal numbers, which are assembled into 12-bit binary form for 
computer use. A list of machine language instructions is in­
cluded in Appendix A. 
For the PDP-8 computers, machine language discussed 
above is used as the basic program instructions. Each set of 
instructions has its octal and binary codes. Every program 
can be reduced to the binary form which the computer uses. 
Indeed, every program must be reduced to binary form in some 
manner for computer use. The basic program for the BHE PDF 
S/E computer is the Cartrifile RIH loader (Swift, 1972) . 
This is a 15 step program which must be loaded, one step at a 
time, through the programmer's console. The RIH loader then 
allows numerous general use programs to be loaded into memory 
from the Cartrifile magnetic tape unit. These general use 
programs form the Cartrifile Library Package. 
Included in the Library Package are the PAL III and 
PALEDCO assembly programs. These allow a new program to be 
written in machine language through use of the teletype key­
board. The new program is assembled, that is, processed into 
binary form, and output onto binary paper type through the 
paper tape punch unit on the teletype. This binary paper 
tape forms the basic storage of programs outside of computer 
memory. The new prograg can be loaded into aeaorv, through 
use of the BIN loader, a program of the Library Package. 
This program allows the paper tape reader to interpret the 
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binary paper tape program. The BIN loader can be very time 
consuming for large programs and is not for general use. 
To facilitate loading, a new program may be stored on 
magnetic tape, by using the Library Generator program includ­
ed in the Library Package. This allows for development of a 
new magnetic tape, edited from old magnetic tape programs or 
directly froa binary paper tape* Thus, a new program can be 
stored on magnetic tape, through use of the Library Generator 
and the program's paper tape. It can then be loaded from the 
magnetic tape by using the RIS loader, thus saving time. & 
judgment is needed as to whether the program is used enough 
to warrant storage on magnetic tape. The time saved during 
each loading of a program will be worth the effort of making 
a magnetic tape, only if the program is to be used extensive­
ly. 
aachine language is not easy to use if the primary pur­
pose is calculations. For extensive arithmetic calculations, 
machine language programs become lengthy and the results in 
octal form are difficult to interpret. These problems are 
solved through use of the conversational language FOCàL, 
short for Formula CALculator (Digital Equipment Corporation, 
1972b). This is the "FOSTB&H** language of the PDP-8 comput­
er. any person familiar with FOBTBAK or BàSIC, common com­
puter languages, is at ease with FOCAL, In fact, FOCAL has 
advantages over these other languages. Through the use of 
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FOCAL, calculations can be done directly on a teletype con­
nected to a PDP-8 computer. Programs can also be written in 
statement form by using line numbers before the commands. & 
list of available commmands and functions is included in Ap­
pendix A. Though the power of FOCAL is limited by the size 
of computer memory, it is still a versatile programming lan­
guage. 
In a dynamic analysis using the computer, both speed and 
computation ease must be considered. Machine language is 
fast for basic data manipulation, but cumbersome for exten­
sive computations. FOCAL is slow for data manipulation, but 
versatile and easy to use for computations. 
Basically, FOCAL is a machine language program in it­
self. It is stored in the Library Package magnetic tape and 
loaded with the BIM loader. Because FOCAL is a language 
within a language, it is slow. Each time an instruction is 
seen in a FOCAL program, it must be processed by the computer 
to its basic steps which consist of machine language instruc­
tions. Because of this processing, some operations become 
very inefficient in FOCAL. These operations such as sampling 
an input (A/D) channel can be done much quicker directly in 
machine language. To circumvent these limitations of FOCAL, 
changes can be made directly in the FOCAL aachiae language 
program. By changing a FOCAL function subroutine, FOCAL can 
be combined with a separate machine program (Carlson, 1972a; 
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Carlson, 1972b). This has been done in writing the program 
for mechanical impedance analysis. 
Djnaiâic analysis Program 
A Dynamic Analysis Program (DAP) was written for use in 
mechanical impedance analysis with the PDF 8/E digital com­
puter. This program provided for control of the dynamic 
test, data analysis and varied outputs of the impedance data. 
The computation power of FOCAL was combined with the speed 
of machine language in a versatile manner. FOCAL was used 
for basic control and computations, while machine language is 
used for data sampling, storage of data and other specific 
operations requiring speed and efficiency. Function defini­
tion changes were made for FADC and FRAN in FOCAL. The 
change in FADC enabled a jump from a FOCAL program to an aux­
iliary machine language program. In this transfer, the argu­
ment of the function FADC (A) was left in the accummulator, 
and was then used by the auxiliary program. Return to FOCAL 
prog?;am was through the regular function return. A change in 
FRAI allowed stored data to be retrieved from memory. Thus, 
when the function FBA» {k) was used, stored data from loca­
tion A in memory replaced the normal FRAN value. Details of 
these function changes are given with complete program list­
ing in Appendix A. Through use of these changes, the best of 
both FOCAL and machine language was used in data analysis. 
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Many considerations are included when describing DAP in 
the following pages. The advantages of various procedures 
are compared to alternate methods. Where necessary, the lim­
itations of a procedure are discussed. Timing and digitizing 
errors are incorporated into analyzing the frequency determi­
nation and sampling processes. À novel method of phase angle 
aeasureaent is introduced for the calculation of the imped­
ance functions. The power of a digital computer for monitor­
ing, controlling and calculation purposes in a vibration test 
is shown. 
After DAP was loaded into the computer memory and the 
vibration test was ready to proceed, the program was started 
by typing "GO" in FOCAL command mode. FOCAL responded with 
initial queries for basic parameters. If only the impedance 
function magnitude was desired, «H" was answered to the 
"PHASE" guerie. In this mode of operation, there was no mass 
cancellation and no computer control of frequency. This was 
used mainly to determine the magnitude range for graphical 
calibration. If "Y" was answered, the computer would then 
ask for the cancellation mass amd the frequency parameters. 
If the frequency at any time exceeded the given frequency 
range, the program would revert back to FOCAL command mode. 
The basic control of program execution was in subroutine 
FOCAL 2.00. Here, the frequency was computer incremented and 
checked for range. If no computer control of frequency was 
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desired, the test could be operated manually or in sweep mode 
by disconnecting the computer input to the oscillator. Com­
puter control of frequency was not very useful because it was 
limited by the output of the D/& channels. The input to the 
S0114B oscillator of 0 to 10 volts controlled the frequency 
linearly over the range of 5 to 5000 Hz in frequency. Be­
cause the D/A output of the computer could only be increment­
ed by .01 volts, the resultant increment in frequency of 5 Hz 
was too large for most applications with sharp resonances. 
Besides ^ntrolling frequency, FOCAL 2.00 directed the opera­
tion of various other subroutines in the program. 
Input monitoring 
Several conditions had to be met by the sinusoidal input 
signals to the computer. They were limited in amplitude so 
the computer input amplifiers did net saturate, but had to be 
large enough to retain accuracy through the A/D conversion. 
Because an input signal vas digitized at a discretion of 
about .02 volts, a smaller amplitude signal had more relative 
error than large signals. Also, a signal amplitude greater 
than 10 volts peak saturated the computer input amplifiers, 
îhvise considerations were included in the subroutine SDINPT, 
which monitored several of the inputs from the SD equipment. 
Signal amplitude was kept between adjustable limits through a 
check of the linear DC amplitude signal from the two channels 
of the tracking filter, if either signal was not within the 
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set amplitude range, a default condition caused the computer 
to halt until the signal levels were adjusted. The signal 
amplitudes were then adjusted by changing the gain of the 
charge amplifiers or tracking filter. 
Frequently, as the frequency sas incremented, the input 
signals would experience a damped oscillation. This was 
soaeehat like the response of a damped system to a suddenly 
applied load. To assure steady state vibration, the stabili­
ty of the input signals was also checked, by comparing two 
sequential samples of the linear DC input signal. If the two 
samples differed by more than a specified amount, the subrou­
tine looped through until the two samples were within the set 
limits. This process was necessary to assure the signal sta­
bility during the analysis time period. In addition to 
checking signal amplitude and stability, the SDINPT subrou­
tine also determined the number o£ cycles to be timed in the 
Frequency subroutine» 
Switch register input 
As mentioned previously, the switch register on the PDP 
5 coapater coald be used for input in a prograa. lis DâP, the 
switch register was monitored by a subroutine SKR6, which 
coded the setting for various commands. In this manner, the 
impedance output form on the x-y recorder and the teletype 
were controlled. The calibration settings from the charge 
amplifiers and the tracking filters were also input through 
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the switch register. By default, if a zero range settings 
for a charge amplifier was given, the program would stop, 
reverting to the FOCAL command mode. The switch register 
settings, after being coded by subroutine SHRG, were convert­
ed to actual commands and calibration factors in the FOCAL 
program. Thus, the switch register allowed for program 
changes during execution. 
Frequency determination 
ber of cycles. Time reference, in this case, was the digital 
clock of the computer. The frequency could then be deter­
mined by 
where fg = the signal frequency. 
Hg = the number of cycles timed. 
= an integer number of clock ticks. 
fg = the clock rate, ticks/sec. 
Since the clock ran at a constaat rate, ôûly the aaaber of 
cycles timed could be varied. Because of the truncation 
process of the digitized clock, there was uncertainty in the 
measured time. Error was also introduced in the process of 
sensing the beginning and end of the numbered cycles. Both 
of these errors were considered in analyzing the accuracy of 
f 
c (4-1) 
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frequency determination. 
Consider the case for frequency determination used in 
this program. The SD11UB oscillator had a square wave output 
signal and a linear DC output proportional to frequency, in 
subroutine SDIHPT, the linear DC frequency signal was used to 
determine the number of cycles counted, N^. For the frequen­
cy range 5-5000 Hz, this signal's range was 0-10 volts. Aft­
er i/D conversion by the computer, the digitized signal range 
of 0-512 was used directly as the number of cycles counted. 
Thus, at a frequency of 5000 Hz, 512 cycles were counted, 
while at 500 Hz, only 51 cycles were used. Though the fre­
quency and number of cycles varied, the time period of fre­
quency determination remained relatively constant. The 
square wave signal was converted (A/D) by the computer and 
used to sense the number of cycles. The time necessary to 
sample aa input and test for change iz polarity Has approzi-
aately 22=4 ysec. Since this time was constant, approximate­
ly the saae number of samples were taken, regardless of the 
frequency. 
The actual tiaing of this period was done through an ex­
ternal clock input. This signal was the 100 kHz carrier fre­
quency of the SD120 carrier generator. The maximum variation 
in this signal was 10 Hz. After the sensing of the time pe­
riod, the error in timing was ^  at most, one tick of the 
clock (t^ = 10 ysec.). The stability of the clock and error 
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in timing were included in an error analysis of the frequency 
determination. 
Figure 4-2 shows the relationships between the different 
variables of fregueoc? deteraination 
T=Ks/fs' 
4 1- H h 
Vf 
Input 
signal 
4 1- A/D 
testing 
J L J 1 1 L J I I I 1 1 1 1 L Clock 
«c/fc-
Figure 4-2. Variables of frequency deteraination. 
shsrs = testing tiae (22 = 4 usee) . 
= the auaber of testing tiae periods. 
Only one cycle of the square eave input is shown for clarity. 
Ideally, with no error in testing or timing, the time period 
was 
T = f - ' r -  =  Wt?t (11-2) 
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Proa Fig. 4-2, we see that the error in testing for zero 
crossings is, at most, one period of testing. Be could guess 
from this that for the least error, we should use a maximum 
number of cycles and aaziaaa clock frequency. 
The error in determining the signal frequency can be 
found through an error analysis. The error of a function of 
variables in teres of the error of the variables can be writ­
ten (Leland, 1921) as 
n 
where n is a function of a variables . For our case, the 
error of the clock count N is 
shere = variation in testing time over time period T 
= the error in clock frequency, less than 10 Hz. 
c 
kt stable operating conditions, ye can assume that the test­
ing time remains constant over the short time period T, and 
that the variation in testing time is then zero. We can then 
write 
n 
(4-5) 
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Also, from Egs. (4-1) and (4-3), the error in the signal fre­
quency can be written 
From Eq. (4-2), the time period of frequency determination is 
constant for all frequencies (T = .1024 sec). This gives an 
average value of = 4571. Combining all values in Eg. 
(4-7) gives an error of less than .05 5 Hz at a frequency 
of 10 kHz. 
The number of counts of the clock is approximately 
10240. Since the clock register totals only 4096, it must 
overflow t%ice during the counting and then reads falsely 
2048. This double overflow is corrected in the FOCAL calcu­
lation for frequency. Problems are encountered if the aueber 
of cycles counted is off by more than 20 %, This occurs only 
at low frequencies. Consider for example, a frequency of 
near 50 Hz. 
The linear DC frequency output of the oscillator is 
ideally .1 volt at 50 Hz. This should be digitized such that 
five cycles are timed. But, if there is some bias on the 
By combining Eqs. (4-5) and (4-6) 
(4-7) 
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signal or if the digitized level is off, either four or six 
cycles may be timed. If only four cycles are counted, the 
clock overflows only once and the frequency is interpreted a 
33 HZo If six cycles are counted, the clock 3*erflo¥S three 
times and the apparent frequency is 60.3 Hz. Because of the 
routine used and assumption of double overflow on the clock, 
the lower limit of frequency determination is taken as 100 
Hz. Only under ideal conditions will the routine be success 
fui at frequencies lower than 100 Hz. 
The frequency range is limited at the upper end also, 
due to the finite testing time. To accurately sense each cy 
cle, a minimum of two samples per cycle must be taken, the 
period of one cycle is then limited to approximately 50 ysec 
Thus, the highest frequency measureable is about 20,000 Hz. 
In summary, the frequency determination subroutine is a 
compromise due to many factors. It •ill successfully give a 
accuracy of less than .05 % over the frequency range of 100 
to 20,000 Hz. 
Sample and store 
Throughout tke dyaaaic analysis program, simultaneous 
data for force and acceleration were needed. This data tak­
ing was delegated to a special SASPLE subroutine (Appendix 
B). This subroutine's main purpose was to sample aad store 
the data from two input channels. 
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The S&fiPLE subroutine was used by many other routines in 
the program. Because it was used often, a default option was 
included. The subroutine checked the position of sense 
switch 4 on the computer chassis, and if this switch was in 
the up position, the program would pause. This gave the op­
erator an ABORT control over the computer operation during 
most phases of the program, ghen switch t sas moved to the 
down position the program would resume. In all cases, the 
machine language program started completely over after an 
ABORT directive. 
For use in phase angle determination, data had to be 
sampled in two orders. In the first, force was sampled be­
fore the acceleration. In the second case, the order of sam­
pling was reversed with the acceleration sampled before the 
force. The order of sampling was determined by a variable 
named OBDBB, which could be changed froa other parts of the 
program. âlso necessary for phase determination sere two 
samples of each channel, that is, for which ever order re­
quested, the sampling was repeated in that order. For each 
cycle through the sampling subroutine, four samples, two from 
each channel, were taken and stored. 
Due to sampling two channels the maximum effective sam­
pling rate for either channel was decreased. The maximum 
sampling rate eas 50 kHz for an &/D conversion time of about 
20 ysec. Since any meaningful sample must be operated upon. 
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approximately 5 ysec more time was required to store the data 
value. This reduced the mazimum sampling rate £or one chan­
nel to 40 kHz. Because the channels could not be sampled 
simultaneously, they had to be sampled consecutively in the 
predetermined order. This meant that the maximum effective 
sampling frequency for either channel was reduced to 20 kHz. 
The SAMPLE subroutine also provided for data display. & 
sense switch input was used to determine whether the data was 
displayed on the storage oscilloscope. Data eas always shown 
in a lissajous figure, which will be described in some detail 
in the discussion of phase measurement. In this manner, the 
sampled data was seen directly for visual confirmation of the 
sampling process. 
Hagnitude determination 
In dynamic analysis, signal amplitudes must also be de­
termined. Subroutine 55.GMI repeatedly sampled an input chan­
nel, and checked for a maximum or minimus signal over a given 
number of samples. The resultant amplitude was then the dif­
ference between the maximum and the minimum. &ny bias on the 
input signals vas corrected for in this manner. This ampli­
tude, along with the calibration factors from the switch reg­
ister, was used in the main FOCAL program for calculation 
purposes. 
The main problem occurred when the sampling rate was ap­
proximately equal to an integer multiple of the signal fre­
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quency. Then the complete wave form was not represented, 
causing error in the amplitude determined. Since the signal 
frequency changed, a good sampling rate at one frequency was 
incorrect at another. For this reason, a variable sampling 
rate was used throughout this program. A variable time delay 
was placed after the sampling routine. The maximum time de­
lay could be changed by setting an a/D potentiometer, after 
each sample, the time delay was decreased by an integral 
amount. When the time delay reached zero, it was reset to 
the maximum. In this manner, the time between samples, and 
consequently, the sampling rate, was continually changing. 
The time delay maximum had to be kept as small as possible to 
accomplish its purpose. Too large a delay wasted time, re­
sulting in error due to signal changes. 
Even if the signal wave form was completely represented, 
there was error due to the digitizing process. The A/D con­
version was a sample and hold process, meaning the signal sas 
sampled and stored in analog form before conversion to digi­
tal form. This minimized error due to signal change during 
the sampling process. The peak to peak amplitude range was 
digitized into 102% discrete parts, causing round off or 
truncation error. The input signal had to be kept as large 
as possible. K signal of maximum amplitude was converted 
with about .1 % error, where a smaller signal had progres­
sively greater error. Because the signal amplitude ranged 
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over four decades, the digitized error of the smallest signal 
could have been 1000 %l To circumvent this problem, the 
force and acceleration signals were kept above one tenth of 
the maximum level. Then the digitizing error vas always less 
than 1 %. 
Phase_angle_determination 
Phase angle is difficult to determine when the data is 
in digital form. A common method of phase angle determina­
tion in real time is by timing the zero crossings of the two 
signals. The sampling and timing errors when applying this 
method to digitized signals are even more significant than 
for frequency measurement. For a one degree resolution in 
phase angle, the digital sampling rate must be 360 times 
greater than the highest signal frequency. Since the maximum 
sampling rate is 50 kSs, the signal frequency liait sould be 
about 140 Hz. Thus for the higher frequencies, a phase angle 
based on the zero crossings of digitized signals becomes in­
accurate. 
Another method of phase angle measurement is based on 
the use of a lissajous figure. This can be formed by plot­
ting the instantaneous magnitudes of two sinusoidal functions 
against each other. The force and acceleration signals are 
plotted in this manner in Fig. 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3. Lissajous figure. 
The two signals can be represented by 
= Feiwt (4-8) 
À = (4-9) 
where <J)^ is the phase angle by which the force F leads the 
acceleration à. This notation is consistent with that used 
in developing the mechanical impedance concepts. By choosing 
wt such that the force is zero. 
wt = niT, n = 0,1,2,3,. (4-10) 
(4-11) 
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Since this is a periodic function only values of n=0 and 1 
need be considered. Thus, from measurements 3f h and the 
value of A when F=0, the phase angle (}>^ can bs determined. 
The process can also be reversed by measuring F when 1=0. 
This simplified method is acceptable for phase angles between 
0 and 180 degrees, but is complicated when phase varies over 
a fall 360 degrees. 
Figure 4-U shows typical lissajous figures for various 
phase angles. The arrow on the ellipse indicates the pro­
gression of the plot. Here the phase angle range is -180 to 
180 degrees. The lissajous figure appears the same for posi­
tive and negative values of phase angle, diffaring only in 
the direction of rotation. Note also that tha zero crossings 
for two different phase angles with the same direction of ro­
tation may be the same, also the inclination of the lissa­
jous figure has to be found. These descriptions of the liss­
ajous figure may seem elementary to recognize to a human, but 
for a computer, looking only at individual points, much dif­
ficulty arises. If the magnitudes, zero crossings, direction 
of rotation and inclination of the lissajous figure can be 
found digitally, the phase angle can be measured over the 
complete 360 degree range. 
another unique feature of the lissajous figure is fre­
quency independence, that is, it depends only on the ampli­
tudes and phase angle of the two signals. Dus to this prop-
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Figure 4-4. "aviation of lissajous figure with phase angle. 
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erty, a lissajous figure can be constructed from digital sam­
ples taken over many cycles. The sampling rate does not re­
strict the accuracy of phase determination as in the timing 
of zero crossings. 
The lissajous figure was used for phase angle measure­
ment in this computer program. From the coordinate intersec­
tions and the maziaus values, the phase angle was derived. 
The problems of sensing the lissajous figures form had to be 
overcome. Difficulties were also encountered because of the 
finite sampling time and errors due to digitizing. 
Ideally, the two input channels should be sampled at the 
exact same instant, instead of the 25 usee delay encountered. 
If this time delay was not accounted for, the phase angle 
would have been in error by about 90 degrees at a frequency 
of 10 kHz. To circumvent this type of error, the input chan­
nels were sampled in two maaaers as dsscribsd tz. ths 
subroutine discussios= The phase angle determined from sam­
pling fores first was greater than the true value- where it 
was less than the true value if acceleration eas sampled 
first, A siaple average of the two methods would give an ac­
curate measurement. 
Though the phase angle can theorectically be determined 
from one point on the lissajous figure, many points were 
used. Figure 3 indicates that eight points were used, foar 
zero crossings and four maximum points. The eight points 
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were defined to meet certain conditions. For example, point 
1 was the acceleration value when the force was zero and the 
acceleration vas increasing, likewise, point 2 was the force 
value when the acceleration was maximum. These points were 
determined by setting a tolerance and storing the data value 
if it came within this tolerance of the point by chance. 
Normal tolerances used were one percent of full scale, 10 out 
of 1024. By sampling up to 16 times at each of these eight 
points and averaging, a more accurate description was ob­
tained. Accuracy could also be increased, at the expense of 
time, by decreasing the acceptable tolerances. All sampling 
and averaging at this level of computation was done in ma­
chine language subroutines BINCHECK and BINAVBG. Flow dia­
grams for these two subroutines are included in Appendix B. 
The results of these subroutines were eight averaged points 
on the ellipse for each order of sampling. These sixteen av­
eraged values were used with the force and acceleration 
magnitudes in the main FOCAL program to logically determine 
the correct phase angle. 
After the lissajous data was taken and averaged ia the 
machine language subroutines, the phase angle was calculated 
in FOCAL. The maximum and minimum values were used to calcu­
late the force and acceleration peak to peak magnitudes, a? 
and MA. The other lissajous dimensions (Fig. 4-5) were cal­
culated from the eight lissajous points by 
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Figure 4-5. Lissajous figure showing dimensions. 
CI = PI - P5 
C2 = - P8 
(4-12) 
C3 = P3 - P7 
C4 = P2 - P6 
For the phase angle of Fig. 5 these variables happen to 
be positive, but for other phase angles they may be negative 
also. The direction and inclination of the lissajous figure 
sere logically deduced from the signs of these diseasions. 
-1 
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The primary phase angle (0< <j>p<90 degrees) was calculated 
from the averaged normalized dimensions by 
The direction and inclination then gave the quadrant of this 
phase angle. The above process sas repeated for the other 
order of sampling, as outlined in the phase angle flowchart 
of Appendix B. By averaging the phase angles determined from 
Impedance calculations 
After the frequency, magnitudes and phase angle were 
known, the mechanical impedance was calculated in subroutine 
FOCAL 3.00. If one of the other impedance functions was de­
lays. Any mass cancellation required in these calculations 
was handled by subroutine FOCAL 4.00. 
Impedance output 
Impedance outputs were available on both the x-y record­
er and the teletype. The switch register determined the type 
of output. Switch 1 controlled the data plotted on the x-y 
recorder, with both magnitude and phase being plotted if the 
switch was down. The real and imaginary parts were plotted 
when the switch was up. 
= Arcsin (4-13) 
each order of sampling, the true phase angle was determined 
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The impedance data could be plotted versus either linear 
or logarithmic frequency. The type of scale and the scale 
factors were set through the calibration subroutines FOCAL 
16.00 and 18.00. The magnitude of the function was always 
plotted with the same type of scale as the frequency. The 
real and imaginary parts were always plotted linearly. Thus, 
the six impedance functions could be plotted in any of four 
ways, making a total of 24 different types of graphical out­
put for the same impedance data. 
The teletype output included the frequency, magnitude, 
phase angle, real part and the imaginary part of the desired 
impedance function. Since the teletype was relatively slow 
and data in numerical form were not always desirable, switch 2 
of the switch register deleted the teletype output. If 
switch 2 was down, no data were typed out. When the switch 
register setting was changed, the teletype typed out the nee 
calibration settings as well as the calculated frequency, 
force and acceleration at that time. The teletype could be 
used to observe the plotted data in numerical form at any 
time and keep a printed record of the calibration settings. 
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CHAPTER V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
Complex Modulus 
The simplest method to determine mechanical properties 
of a material is the axial tension test. A specimen, usually 
slender and cylindrical, is loaded at a uniform strain rate. 
Froa the resulting stress-strain data, a Young's Bodulus of 
elasticity is determined. These are related by the well-
known Hooke's Lav. 
a = EE (5-1) 
shsre a = the axial stress 
e = the axial strain 
E = Young's modulus of elasticity 
The modulus is a constant of proportionality if the ma­
terial is linearly elastic. If the material is stretched be­
yond its elastic lisit, this relationship becosss nonlinear. 
During tensile tests of scse materials, the modulus ex­
hibits a strain rate dependence. Biological materials tend 
to be very strain rate dependent. HcElhaney and Byars (1967) 
showed that the modulus of bone, approximately 2.2 x 10® psi 
at a strain rate of .I/sec., more than doubled with a 1.5 x 
10* increase in strain rate {5.9 x 10® psi at a strain rate 
of 1500/sec.). For viscoelastic aaterials like bone, the 
simple constant Young's modulus no longer is sufficient. 
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The most fundamental method for representing the stress-
strain equations of a linear viscoelastic material is the op­
erator equation (Papazian, 1962). The stress-strain reiatioa 
of Eq. (5-1) is replaced by 
where P(3/3t) and Q(9/8t) are linear differential operators 
of polynoaial fora with constant coefficients (Bland and Lee, 
1955) . 
not of the stress magnitude, then the response of the viscoe-
lastic material is linear, and this relationship applies 
(Snowdon, 1968). When the stress and strain are sinusoidal 
functions of the angular frequency w, the operator 3/3t can 
be replaced by (jto) using complex notation. Equation (5-2) 
becomes 
(5-2) 
(5-3) 
1 
Shea the applied stress is sufficiently small that the rela­
tion between stress aad strain is a function of time only and 
P ( jtu) a = Q ( ju) £ (5-4) 
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or 
" = #7# ^ <5-5) 
The term Q(]w)/p(jw) is then defined as the complex modulus 
E*. 
Nov 
a = E*e (5-6) 
where a = 
6 = eoei(wt-4s) 
ihen a linear riscoelastic material is subjected to a 
sinusoidal stress of a given angular frequency, then its 
steady state response will be a sinusoidal strain of the same 
frequency. Because of the damping associated with a viscoe-
lastic materiai, the strain «ill lag the stress by a phase 
angle * . 
Equation {5-6} cas also be written as 
E» = |A e:*s (S-7, 
or in the form 
E* = E{l+j6) (5-8) 
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where £ = the real part of the complex modulus. 
5 = the ratio of the imaginary to real parts. 
For a perfectly elastic material, the stress is in phase 
with the strain and the modulus is real. For a perfectly 
viscous material, the stress is 90 degrees out of phase with 
the strain and the modulus is imaginary. The real part of 
the complex modulus represents the elasticity of the material 
and the imaginary part, the viscosity. 
Cylindrical Sod Analysis 
The effects of variation in the complex modulus can be 
shown by a simple longitudinal vibration test. In the past, 
complex modulus determinations from longitudinal vibrations 
have usually included a measurement of motion at a remote 
point. Laird and Kingsbury (1973) used an end displacement 
ratio which necessitated mounting an acceieroaeter oa the ead 
opposite the driven end. It has been shoes that the presence 
of an acceieroaeter and its associated cable can greatly in­
crease the system damping (Lee, 1972). For that reason, the 
advantages of using a driving point measurement instead of a 
transfer aeasurement are evident. 
Figure 5-1 shows a cylindrical rod attached to a finite 
mass. If this rod is driven with a sinusoidal force at the 
free end, the sotion of all points in the rod Gill also be 
sinusoidal with different amplitudes. 
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Cylindrical rod 
Figure 5-1. Cyliadrical rod attached to a finite mass. 
The driving point impedance for this rod can ba shown to 
where w = the angular frequency, radians/second. 
= the mass of the rod. 
Y = S/Hr = the mass ratio, where S is the attached 
mass. 
X = wL/c*, a diaeasionless complex variable. 
L = the length of the rod. 
c* = /E»/p , the complex wave velocity. 
p = the density of the rod. 
be 
(5-9) 
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The transfer impedance, where the mass velocity is used, can 
be shown to be 
iwMr 
^ [sin X + YX cos X] {5-10) 
Since X is a complex quantity, the expansion of these equa­
tions Hill include the hyperbolic functions as well as the 
trigonometric functions in complex form. These equations ace 
developed in more detail in Appendix C. The effects of vari­
ation in the complex modulus on the impedance functions can 
be examined through use of these equations. 
From Bgs. {5-9} and (5-10) the driving point and trans­
fer impedances for a typical bone specimen ara plotted in 
Fig. 5-2. Here we see that at low frequencies, both curves 
approximate the total mass line. Both impedances also have a 
resonance, iapedaace rnlalmum, at about 15000 Sz. Interest­
ingly, only the dri?iag point impedance has an antiresonance, 
impedance maximum, at a mid-frequency of about 600 Hz, ovec 
this same aid-frequency range, the transfer impedance follows 
the total mass line. By comparing the response of these two 
impedances, we see that the driving point impedance is the 
most useful. Since the antiresonance of the driving point 
impedance corresponds to a point of minimum motion, a trans­
ducer's s&ss and cable connections are less likely to affect 
the measured impedance. 
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It is well known that damping properties of a system be­
come more prominent near resonance or antiresonance. A sim­
ple method of changing the resonant frequencies of a system 
is to add mass. &s mass is added, the resonant frequencies 
are expected to decrease. Then the damping properties can be 
examined over a wider frequency range. 
Figure 5-3 shows the variation in the transfer impedance 
as mass is added. As expected, at low frequencies, the 
transfer impedance still follows the total mass line. Sur­
prisingly, for practical masses, the resonant frequency does 
not change. The phase angle is shown only once to avoid con­
fusion. The resonant frequency changes the most as mass is 
increased up to .05 Ibm. Any increase beyond this amount 
does not change the resonant frequency appreciably. 
Figure 5-U shows the variation in the driving point im­
pedance as the mass is iacreased. àgain, initially ths im­
pedance folicss the aass line up to the antiresonance. After 
antiresonance, it follows the saae stiffness line as before. 
Necessarily, the antiresoaant frequency must decrease as mass 
is added. This figure also shows that for very large masses, 
the driving point impedance is essentially spring-like over 
the mid-frequency range. It is possible to show that as the 
mass attached approaches infinity, the antiresonant frequency 
goes to zero. Pros these teo figures, we see that the driv­
ing point impedance is more useful when the mass is varied. 
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Figure 5-U. Variation in driving point impedance with mass. 
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In summary, driving point impedance is more useful than 
transfer impedance over the aidfrequency range for two rea­
sons. First, the driving point impedance's antiresonant fre­
quency is variable with mass changes. The resonance reflect­
ed in the transfer impedance is much too high in frequency to 
be usable. Secondly, the driving point impedance will intro­
duce less extraneous damping since motion is minimal at the 
driving point. Transfer impedance would necessitate mounting 
an accelerometer and cable on the mass end, a point of great­
er motion. Driving point impedance reflects the motion at 
' the driven end, a point of minimum motion at antiresonance. 
Thus, driving point iapedance will be examined in more depth 
as to its usefulness in complex modulus measurement. 
Figure 5-5 shows the variation in the driving point im­
pedance as the stiffness of the specimen is varied. The 
stiffness can be simply represented by 
Ic = AE/L {5—^1} 
where à = the cross-sectional area. 
S = the real part of the complex modulus, 
L = the specimen length. 
Any variation in these paraaeters which causes the stiffness 
to increase will increase the antiresonant frequency. The 
impedance also approaches the increased stiffness line after 
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Figure 5-6. Variation in driving point impedance with damping. 
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antiresonance. Mote that the sharpness of resonance does not 
change appreciably. 
The sharpness of resonance is affected mostly by changes 
in damping. Figure 5-6 shows the changes in the antiresonant 
peak as the damping factor 5 is changed, às damping is in­
creased, the impedance maximum decreases. There is no change 
over the initial frequency range, but a change is noticed 
after antiresonance. Over the stiffness dominated region, 
the phase angle seems to reflect the damping only. As damp­
ing is increased, the phase angle is shifted away from -90 
degrees. If a large mass is attached, extending this region 
to near zero frequency, a useful techniqae can be applied. 
The impedance magnitude would then vary only with the stiff­
ness and the phase angle only with damping. This is the 
method used by Parsons, et al. (1966). The main difficulty 
arises in measuring the phase angle which will be between -89 
and -90 degrees for the expected damping of bone. This accu­
racy is beyond that possible with existing instrumentation 
over wide frequency ranges. Generally, the most useful ef­
fect of damping is reflected in the sharpness of the antires­
onance. 
Impedance to Complex Modulus 
In the foregoing discussion of driving point impedance, 
two variations seem to be the most prominent. First, the an-
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tiresonant frequency is changed by changes in the attached 
mass or stiffness of the specimen, and seems unchanged for 
damping variations. Secondly, the sharpness of the antireso-
nant peak is affected mainly by the damping variation. These 
two effects seem independent of each other. It is then pos­
sible to determine the stiffness, and consequently the real 
part of the complex modulus, from the antiresonaat frequency 
after the damping is found from the sharpness of resonance. 
For a given damping factor 5 , the modulus E can easily be 
obtained iteratively from the mathematical definitions of the 
driving point impedance. The damping factor determination 
from the sharpness of resonance will now be developed fur­
ther. 
Damping is often specified in the form of a quantity Q 
which is a measure of the sharpness of resonance (Thomson, 
1965) . This is also called the half-power point or 3 db down 
point method. Q is defined by 
Q = V<^a-«b> (5-121 
Where f^ = the resonant frequency. 
fa,fb = the frequencies corresponding to the half-power 
points. 
The half power points are where the amplitude is equal to 
.707 that of the maximum amplitude. For a siagle degree of 
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freedom system, it is possible to show that 
Q = 1/2; (5-13) 
where ç is the damping ratio as defined previously. 
A common method of including structural damping is by 
using a coaplez stiffness (Thomson, 1965)» 
k* = k(l+j6) = {^) (l+jfi) (5-14) 
This is analogous to using a complex modulus» For a single 
degree of freedom system, the damping force is included in a 
complex spring force. For this method to be equivalent to 
the idealized dashpot , the damping factor 
6 = ojc/k (5-15} 
Then the damping factor is related to the damping ratio by 
S = 2rz. (5-15) 
where r is the frequency ratio. At resonance, the damping 
factor is approximately 
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° = (fa-fb)/fn (5-17) 
Remember that this is for a single degree of freedom system, 
but does have application to more complicated systems. 
Imaginary 
component 
45 
!
Real 
Component 
Figure 5-7. Nyguist diagram for the mobility of a single 
degree of freedom system. 
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In examining the response of the single degree of free­
dom system the following observation can be made. If the mo­
bility is plotted in Hyguist form, that is, the real part 
versus the imaginary part, a perfect circle is formed (Kell­
er, 1969). It is possible to show that the mobility in vec­
tor form is a circle with a diameter of Q (Fig. 5-7) . Hhen 
the mobility phase angle is at 45 degrees, the magnitude is 
exactly .707Q, and the imaginary part is at its masimum. 
Thus, the half power points correspond to a maximum or mini­
mum in the imaginary part of the mobility. This suggests 
that damping can also be determined from the off-resonant 
peaks of the imaginary part of a response if the Hyquist plot 
of the response is of circular form. 
The Nyquist diagram for the driving point impedance of 
the typical specimen is also a circle similar to that of the 
mobility in the single degree of freedom system. This sug­
gests that the damping factor of a cylindrical rod can be de­
termined directly from the half power points. As shown in 
Fig. 5-7, the half power points can be determined from the 
magnitude, the phase angle or the imaginary part of the func­
tion. The imaginary off-resonant peaks can be used without a 
need for stringent magnitude calibration. Thus, since all 
half-power point determinations require accurate frequancy 
measurement, identifying these frequencies from the imaginary 
plot is the easiest method. 
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Figure 5-8 shows the real and imaginary parts of the 
driving point impedance of the typical specimen. The real 
part is similar to the original magnitude, but it is much 
sharper near antiresonance. The imaginary part shoes the ex­
pected off-resonant peaks, a positive maximum before antires­
onance and a negative maximum after antiresonance. &t the 
antiresonant frequency, the imaginary part is zero. Since 
the imaginary peaks are not as sharply defined as the real 
part, some error may be introduced by the operation of deter­
mining the exact peak. This error would also occur in the 
other methods of determining this frequency. 
An iterative computer program to analytically solve for 
the peaks frequencies in the imaginary part was written. The 
program shoved that for a maximum error of 1 Eg. (5-17) is 
accurate up to values of 6=. 20. Even at Ô=.5 ,only 4 % error 
nâS Sêêû * âiucù tuê êXpêCtêd ValuSS Of ô~.w' m âS XûtrOuuCêu., 
the error was less than .2 S. Equation (5-17) defines an ac­
curate method of seasaring the daaping factor of cylindrical 
speciaens. 
la review, the proposed method of complex modulus deter­
mination involves examining the driving point impedance of a 
cylindrical mass loaded specimen. The variations of imped­
ance about the antiresonance with possible changes in the 
specimen have been examined. The daaping and modulus of the 
speciaen can be determined separately. The damping factor 
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can be determined from the half-power points located oa the 
imaginary part of the plotted impedance. The modulus can 
then be calculated from the impedance equations. Together 
the damping factor and the magnitude E define the complex 
modulus for that antiresonant frequency. The frequency can 
then be changed by varying the attached mass to define the 
complez modulus over the frequency range of interest. 
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CHAPTER VI. TESTING METHODS 
The mechanical impedance analysis system vas used to 
measure the complex modalus of bone. This analysis technique 
vas also important in developing the testing apparatus. The 
mechanical considerations of suspending and mounting the test 
specimens vere important in this development as veil as envi­
ronmental control of the temperature and moistness of the 
specimens. In addition, the specimens vere machined out of 
•uoIb bones and stored prior to testing. The above consider­
ations and the proposed testing procedure are discussed in 
the folloving paragraphs. 
The test apparatus incorporated the simple cylindrical 
rod model developed previously into the impedance measurement 
process. Theorectically, the specimen vas assumed to be in a 
free state in space, but because of the gravitational forces, 
a suspension system for the specimen vas needed. 
Horizontal Suspension 
Â horizontal suspension system for the specimen test 
sas attempted. la a viôEitiôa test the best points of su3= 
pension are nodal points in the rod response (Lee, 1972}. 
For a longitudinally vibrated rod at the first antiresonance, 
the only node occurs at the driven end (Snovdon, 1968) . Bit h 
the lack of another node for suspension, the mass end vas 
supported as shovn in Fig. 6-1. The impedance head, shaker 
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and the mass were suspended by fine wires, which were adjust­
able in all directions for alignment purposes. Misalignment 
caused bending moments to be placed on the specimen. Align­
ment was also time consuming and difficult to obtain. Since 
the mass was a point of maximum motion, its suspension wires 
and the frictional contact to them introduced additional 
damping to the system. These problems, which were easily ob­
served with the mechanical impedance analysis system, made 
the horizontal suspension system impractical. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
Suspension wires 
Specimen 
Shaker Mass 
attachments 
Figure 6-1. Horizontal suspension system. 
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• Mass 
Figure 5-2. Vertical suspension system. 
verticai Saspênsxou 
Because the rod's only node at the first antiresonance 
is at the driven end, it seemed logical to suspend the speci­
men vertically {Fig. 6-2), In this case, the shaker and im­
pedance head "ere suspended on soft rubber àad supported the 
specimen and attached mass. The attached mass places a stat­
ic tensile stress on the specimen. For bone specimens, the 
modulus is relatively constant for lov stress levels and de­
pends mainly on the strain rate. For the masses used, up to 
1 IbSff this static stress is assumed to be negligible. 
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The vertical suspension is best for specimen placement. 
Once the impedance head face is leveled, the specimen and 
mass are self-aligning. This allows for rapid specimen re­
placement and eliminates extraneous damping due to mass 
supports. 
Specimen Preparation 
Cylindrical bone specimens were prepared for testing in 
the complex modulus determination from a beef femur in all 
cases due to its size and availability. It was possible to 
obtain specimens of 3 inch length and .25 inch diameter from 
this type of bone. Since bone properties are known to vary 
with position and orientation in a single bone, all specimens 
were limited to .125 inch diameter, and were obtained from 
the midshaft in a longitudinal direction. 
xhv bee£ fêmurs obtained fros the Ssâll âûisal Clxnic-s 
post-aortea roos were sachined into specimens. The bone sas 
first cleaned of all flesh and then cut into strips on a band 
saw. The strips of bone were then faced to a rectangular 
fora on one end on a milling machine allowing this end to be 
held by a four-jaw chuck in the lathe, with the opposite end 
centered, the bone strip was shaped roughly, and one end 
turned down to .25 inch diameter. The bone specimen was then 
resoasted in a o25 inch diameter collet on the lathe for more 
accurate mounting. A grinding operation, cooled with physio­
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logical saline, finished the specimen dovn to .125 inch diam­
eter. Bith care, these specimens were machined to within 
.001 inch tolerance and lengths up to 3 inches. The entire 
machining process for one specimen usually lasted one hour. 
Before and after the specimens were machined, they were 
kept submerged in physiological saline and refrigerated at a 
temperature of about 5 C, Duriag the aachisisg process they 
were kept wet by periodic application of saline, assuring 
that the specimen did not dehydrate. 
Specimens of bakelite were also used in developing the 
test apparatus. The specimens were cut from .125 inch diame­
ter bakelite rod obtained at the Physics Instrument Shop. 
These specimens were thought to be more uniform in composi­
tion than bone. 
Specimen Attachment 
All specisens had to be attached to both the ispeda&ce 
head and the sass. These attachaeats had to be aligned with 
the axis of the specimen and the center of the mass, âny ec­
centricity in the attachment could cause bending moments 
during longitudinal vibration. 
To simplify the mounting process and reduce the amount 
of labor involved with machining attachments, a simple tube 
fitting sas aodified for this use. Ssagelok tube fittings, 
available from Crawford Fitting Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 
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were adapted to attach the specimens (Fig. 6-3). The thread­
ed portion of the fittings vas machined down and tapped to 
match a stud in either the impedance head or the mass. Thus 
for each new specimen, only the nut and ferrules of the fit­
ting had to be replaced. 
Stainless steel 
Nut hex Body hex 
1/8 inch diam 
specimen 
10-32 thread Scale: l"=l/4" Ferrules brass 
Figure 6-3. Specimen attachment. 
Since these fittings were complex structures, it was 
1 possible that they might add damping or extraneous resonances 
to the system. This was checked by running various impedance 
tests on the attachments with rod materials such as steel, 
aluminum and bakelite. No change in the shape of the imped­
ance was seen when these fittings were tested with different 
materials. Changes in the torque applied in tightening the 
fittings, beyond the aininaa required, had no effect. Obvi-
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•Rubber 
ADI 
AV50 
shaker 
Thermometer Sponge 
rubber 
Water flow 
Specimen Fan 
Attachment 
Mass 
Deflector 
Air flow 
I 1 
Thermomix II 
constant 
temperature 
circulator 
Unitron 
incubator 
control 
Figure 6-4. Environaiental chamber for vertical suspension 
systea. 
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ously, if the fitting was tightened too much, the more brit­
tle materials such as bone and bakelite could be sheared off. 
The stiffness of the fitting was much greater than that of 
any specimen tested. 
Environmental Control 
An environmental control chamber (Fig. 6-4} was used be­
cause the properties of bone are known to vary with tempera­
ture and moisture content. This chamber was constructed from 
.25 inch thick plexiglass and insulated with one inch thick 
sponge rubber. 
The plexiglass front was removable to allow for quick 
placement of the specimens and the masses. Bhen not in use, 
the masses were stored on the chaaber floor to keep them at 
the testing temperature of 37 c. k Onitron incubator control 
kept the air temperature in the chaaber at 37 C. xhe control 
thermometer was placed at the top of the chasber, near the 
specimen and away from the direct flow of air. The deflector 
at the air input and the fan circulated the warm air in order 
to decrease the temperature differential throughout the 
chamber. 
The specimens were kept moist by a flow of physiological 
saline which was kept at a constant temperature of 37 c by a 
Theraoais II constant temperature circulator. The eater flos 
was directed symmetrically to the two sides of the specimen 
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at the top, flowed down the specimen, over the mass and re­
turned to the water bath reservoir. The masses were coated 
with a grease to decrease the added mass of collecting water 
droplets. 
Testing Procedure 
The complex modulus test was patterned after that dis­
cussed previously. Specimens were mounted in the test appa­
ratus and were allowed about ten minutes to become climatized 
to chamber conditions. Impedance tests were run with differ­
ent masses attached which changed the antiresonant frequency. 
The impedance was plotted as real and imaginary parts on an 
expanded linear scale. The complex modulus was then deter­
mined from the frequencies of the imaginary plot. 
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CHAPTER VII. DATA ANALYSIS 
Confidence of Seasureaent 
The accuracy and limitations of the impedance measure­
ment system and the complex modulus determination were inves­
tigated. The calibration of the instrumentation verified the 
manufacturer's specifications. Characteristics of the mea­
surement system and test apparatus determined a region of im­
pedance measurement confidence and the accuracy of complex 
modulus analysis. 
By applying the same calibration signal to both charge 
amplifier inputs, the overall response of the instrumentation 
and computer analysis vas observed, changing the calibration 
input signal and the instrumentation settings gave the re­
sponse over the range of signals anticipated. The amplitude 
response of the entire system shoved at most 1.% error over 
the frequency range of 100 to 5000 Hz. The phase angle error 
vas less than 1.5 degrees over the same frequency range. 
The ÂC165 accelerometer in the shaker head vas calibrat­
ed against a Kistler 808K calibration accelerometer traceable 
to the Rational Bureau of Standards. Over the frequency 
range, this comparison vas vithin 1 %. The Kistler 912 force 
gauge was calibrated vith kncsn masses against this acceler­
ometer. By this method, the overall stiffness and attachment 
mass of the force gauge were also found. The force gauge had 
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less than 1 % error over the range of forces and frequencies 
Qsed. The amplitude variation of the calculated impedance 
vas within 2 % for most impedances measured during calibra­
tion. 
The precision of impedance measurement vas limited with­
in certain bounds. Figure 7-1 shows the mass calibration of 
the force gauge vhich indicated that the stiffness of the 
force gauge and associated mounting was 2 x 10» Ibf/in Osu-
ally for less than 1 db variation in the measured impedance, 
a confidence level is set at one tenth the force gauge stiff­
ness (ffilcoxon Research Co., 1972). With stiffness cancella­
tion, this level can be raised to the force guage stiffness 
line (Fig, 7-2). Approaching this level, accuracy depended 
upon the error in measuring the force guage stiffness for 
cancellation. The minimum impedance measurable depended upon 
the force gauge and attachment masses. The accuracy of mass 
cancellation also was governed by the error in determining 
the cancelled mass. The impedance became questionable when 
it approached the force gauge mass line of .012 Ibm as a log­
er limit (Fig. 7-2). The maximum structural mass measurable 
was determined by the maziaum force and the minimum accelera­
tion discernible. For this system, the force was limited to 
50 ibf peak by the shaker output. The acceleration sas mea­
surable down to .01 g peak. 
The resultant maximum mass was then 5000 Ibm, completely 
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Figure 7—1, Calibration 3f Kistler 912 force gauge bv 
varying an attached aass. 
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off the graph of Fig. 7-2. This *as reduced to 175 Iba for 
the constant force control of 1.75 Ibf peak used. 
Combined with the frequency limits set by the instrumen­
tation and computer analysis. Fig. 7-2 shows the region of 
impedance measurement confidence. The accuracy of impedances 
approaching either the upper stiffness line or the lower mass 
line becaae questionable. 
The accuracy of complex modulus determination depended 
upon the accuracy of the impedance measurement. The imped­
ance portion of interest was the antiresonant peak. & typi­
cal impedance plot for a bone specimen (Fig. 7-3) , indicated 
that the antiresonant peak approached the upper limit of im­
pedance measurement. The important observation was that the 
impedance approached a stiffness line of about 2 z 10* Ibf/in 
after antiresonance. The specimen stiffness was 1/100 that 
of the force gauge. Because of the large difference in 
stiffnesses, the antiresonant frequency was in error by less 
than .5 % even without stiffness cancellation. The major ef­
fect of the force gauge stiffness was a decrease in the anti­
resonant frequency. Cancellation of the attachment mass at 
low impedance levels shifted the first resonant frequency 
from 2400 Hz to over 5000 Hz (Fig. 7-3). The resonance at 
2400 Hz »as a true observed resonance of the system including 
the attachment mass, but was not representative of the true 
impedance had the attachment mass been absent. 
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x As derived previously, the complex modulus was deter­
mined from the imaginary impedance near antiresonance. The 
antiresonant frequency gave the specimen stiffness once the 
damping vas determined from the peak frequencies. Ihe imagi 
nary impedance was plotted on an expanded linear scale of 
frequency (Fig, 7-4) from which the three frequencies of in­
terest were taken= The scatter in the plot %as visually 
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smoothed in deteraining the frequencies. The frequency «as 
allowed to sweep at the lowest possible rates during the im­
pedance determination. Each of these plots required about 
ten minutes, giving an average sweep rate of 2 Hz/min. ap­
proximately ten seconds per point was required by the comput­
er analysis. If the frequency sweep was too great, the data 
changed during the data gathering period. 
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Figure 7-5. Imaginary component of impedance 
specimenf measured near antiresonance. 
:or an aluminum 
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In the analysis of frequency determination, an accuracy 
of .05 % was calculated. Fig. 7-5 shows an imaginary imped­
ance plot for an aluminum specimen in which the frequency in­
crement was less than .1 Hz at 789 Hz. This increment was 
about .01 % corresponding to one count of the 10240 counts 
for frequency calculation. Though the frequency calculation 
was accurate, when the signal changed in frequency during the 
point analysis, additional error was introduced. From the 
impedance spread at any magnitude in Fig. 7-5, the error in 
frequency is obviously less than .1 *. 
The minimum damping discernible was found by using this 
aluminum specimen. The damping factor of aluminum was found 
to be approximately .0003 by Lee (1972) . Calculated from 
Fig. 7-5, the measured damping was .0015 showing the lower 
limit of damping measurement by this technique. This damping 
Has possibly introduced by air motioa or by the inherent 
damping of the transducers and attachaents. Because the an-
tiresonant frequency sas accurate to within 1 % even with the 
shift due to force gauge stiffness, the modulas S was in 
error by less than 2 R. The antiresonant shift caused the 
sharpness of resonance to decrease. The error in damping due 
to this affect was on the same order of magnitude as for the 
modulus E. Host of the uncertainty in damping was associated 
with the effects of eater running o?@r the specimens. The 
effects of the running water on specimen properties were in­
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vestigated by testing bakelite specimens. The average damp­
ing of bakelite (5=.016) increased 16 % when the water bath 
was used. The modulus (2=1.8 x 10* Ibf/in^) decreased by 3 X 
for the same specimens. The bakelite was dependent on mois­
ture content, showing an increase of 128 % in damping and a 
decrease of 28 % in modulus, after soaking in water for 60 
hrs. The rate of change of these properties was espected to 
be greatest during the initial application of the water bath. 
A large part of the property changes of bakelite could be 
attributed to the absorbtion of water by the bakelite speci­
men. 
& brass specimen (5=.008) showed only 9 5 increase in 
damping and less than .1 % decrease in modulus when placed 
under the water flow. Thus, for damping in the range of 
bakelite or brass, about 10 S error due to the water flow was 
expected. The small decrease in modulas was attributed to 
the added aass of the water droplets. To keep the effects of 
water to a sinlsua, the flow rate was kept as small as possi­
ble and the attached mass was coated with grease to avoid 
collecting water droplets. 
In SQssary, the method used for complex modulus was ana­
lyzed for sources of error. The overall error in the real 
part of the complex modulus S, was estimated at 2 Due 
mainly to the uncertainty of the water floe effects, the 
error in the damping factor 5 was about 10 &. 
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Cospatec Analysis 
As ssntioneâ previoaslY, the coapler aodaltts was deter-
aiasd froa the iaagiaary iapedance near antirssonance» The 
tHO peak freqaencies and the antiresonant frequency were used 
in this computation. A computer program to solve for the 
complex modulus from these three frequencies was written (Ap­
pendix C)• The program first approximated the modulus as 
though the specimen were a simple spring with attached mass. 
A simple iterative process then calculated the actual complex 
modulus using the theoretical equations derived previously. 
This process was repeated for each mass used, giving the com­
plex modulus at eleven discrete frequencies. Another comput­
er program stored this data on paper tape from which a more 
complete analysis was readily made. 
The aethod of least squares was used to generate a best 
fit curve to each set of data. This process, also programmed 
on the computer, calculated the best equation of four differ­
ent forms to fit the data. The equations* coefficients, con­
fidence limits and standard errors were printed out in the 
form of Fig. 7-6. à more detailed description of this pro-
graa is included in Appendix D. 
Each set of data was plotted in both linear and loga­
rithmic forms by the computer. & data plotting program, 
using the data's paper tapes, accomplished this task effi­
ciently (appendix S} . 
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# X Y 
1 1275 .30000 0. 01 140000 
2 1144 .90000 0. 01170000 
3 1021 .20000 0. 01160000 
4 906. 700000 0. 01150000 
5 815. 700000 0. 01130000 
6 718. 000000 0. 01130000 
7 645. 000000 0. 01120000 
8 576. 600000 0. 01080000 
9 508. 200000 0. 01160000 
10 455. 600000 0. 01120000 
11 407. 300000 0. 01100000 
•••LEAST SQUARES FIT OF DATA^+^ 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CALCULATED FOR 95 S 
T VALUE USED = 2.262 FOR 9 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
••• EQUATION FORM Y=A+B*X 
NORMALIZED STANDARD ERROR = 0.0202299 000 
A= 0.01088960 B- 0,00000057 
A= 0.I08896E-01 B= 0.568066E-06 
A.= 0.104251E-0I AH= 0.1I3541E-01 
BL= 0.333557E-09 BH= 0« U3580E-05 
••• EQUATION FORM Y = A+B*LOG(X) 
NORMALIZED STANDARD ERROR = 0.0201865000 
A= 0.00847848 B= 0.00043282 
A= 0.847848E-02 B= 0.432818E-03 
4L= 0.564631E-02 AH= 0.113106E-01 
H.-= 0.3Î7802E-05 BH= 0.862459 E-03 
*•* EQUATION FORM Y=A*X*B 
NORMALIZED STANDARD ERROR = 0.02019 01000 
A= 0.00884984 B= 0.03756040 
A= 0.SS4984E-02 B= 0«3?5604E-01 
AL= 0.700763E-02 AH= 0.111764E-01 
EL= 0.220722E-02 BK= 0.729Î36E-01 
••• EQUATION FORM Y=A^EXPCB+X) 
NORMALIZED STANDARD ERROR = 0.0202516000 
A= 0.0109 1080 B= 0.000049 16 
A= 0. 109 108E-01 B= 0.49 157 lE-04 
AL= 0.104988E-01 AH= 0.113389E-01 
EL= 0.253720E-05 BH= 0.95777lE-04 
Figure 7-6. Least squares curve fitting program output. 
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In the above manner, the complex moduli of both bone and 
bakelite specimens were analyzed and their variabilities 
specified. 
Bakelite Variability 
Bakelite specimens, thought to be more uniform in compo­
sition than bone, sere used in developing the complex modulus 
method. The use of bakelite in studying the effects of water 
flow has already been discussed. The effect of moisture on 
the complex modulus was the primary interest for bakelite. 
The modulus decreased by 28 % froa a mean of 1.82 x 10* 
Ibf/inz after soaking in water for 60 hrs. (Pig. 7-7). For 
the same specimen, the damping factor increased by 128 % from 
a mean of .0153 (Fig. 7-8) . The complex modulus was depen­
dent upon moisture content. 
The Overall data, avsragsd for ten dry bakelite speci-
aens, is sueaarized in Table 7-1. The standard errors for 
each curve fit, normalized by dividing by the mean value, 
demonstrated that the Eodulus had less variation than the 
damping. Because the complex modulus varied little with fre­
quency, the best equation form for the data was not decided 
upon. A larger number of specimens would be necessary for a 
more complete characterization of bakelite's complex modulus. 
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Table 7-1. Curves fitted for dry bakelite^ 
Coaplex Module s E* = S (l+jô) 
Equation Form E a 
Mean 1.800 .01635 
Standard Deviation .013 .00056 
A = 1.767 .01635 
y = A+B(x) B = .00005293 .000001496 
NSE^= .002666 .03527 
A = 1.585 .01086 
y = &+Bln(x) B = .03380 .0008709 
NSE = .003124 .03350 
A = 1.597 .01291 
y = à(z)® B = 
.01945 .05064 
NSE = .003112 .03382 
A = 1.767 .01575 
y = Ae®^^^ B = 
.00002948 .00006876 
NSE = .002661 .03565 
^Least squares 
averaged over ten 
curve 
dry ba 
fitted for eleven 
kelite specimens. 
data points. 
^ornalized standard error. 
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Bone Variability 
Bone specimens from bovine femurs were analyzed for 
their complex modulas as described previoasly. Specimens 
from two different animals were used, indicating that this 
data is not meant to be indicative of a large sample of the 
bovine population. Though a large survey was not represent­
ed, several aspects of bone's complex modulus were observed. 
As expected, the complex modulus of dry bone differed from 
wet bone. Tests at different force levels were run to check 
the nonlinearity of the measurements at the force levels 
used. The data analyzed indicated that the bone damping was 
lower than that measured by other research. 
Table 7-2 shows the averaged data for ten bone specimens 
kept moist in physiological saline. As with bakelite, there 
was little variability with frequency for bone's complex mod­
ulus, making it difficult to choose an equation form as best 
representative of the data. 
In comparing the complex moduli of bone and bakelite, 
wet bone was found to be stiffer and less damped than dry 
bakelite. Because the complex moduli are of the same order 
of magnitude, the choice of bakelite as a control was reasoa-
able. The normalized standard errors of the curve fittings 
were also similar for both specimens. 
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Table 7-2. Curves fitted for wet bone^ 
Equation Form 
Complex Modulus E* = E(1 + j6) 
E \ 6 
Mean 3.605 ,01137 
Standard Deviation .023 .00045 
k = 3.558 .01058 
J = S = .00005051 .000001016 
NSE^= .004007 .02941 
A = 3.312 .006211 
y = A+Bln (X) B = .04442 .0007825 
NSE = ,004341 .0294 7 
A = 3.324 .007502 
y = &(x)B B = .01228 .06856 
NSE = .004337 .02943 
à = 3.558 .01064 
y = ae^fx) B = 
.00001573 .00008816 
BSE = .004003 .02943 
^Least sguares curve fitted for eleven data points, 
averaged over eleven wet beef femur specimens. 
^Normalized standard error. 
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To test the effects of dehydration on the bone proper­
ties, some specimens were tested both vet and dry. Five 
hours at 8'> C dried the specimens enough to cause a change in 
the complex modulus. Fig. 7-9 indicates the modulus in­
creased when the bone was dried. Also, the damping of bone 
decreased as expected (Fig. 7-10). Interestingly, the drying 
process seemed to be reversible in that after resoaking in 
saline, the complex modulus returned to the original levels. 
This reversibility may indicate that the specimen vas not 
permanently altered by the drying process. Any complex modu­
lus change associated with dehydration during specimen prepa­
ration may have been reversible; the measured values after 
resoaking could be representative of the true post-mortem 
state. 
The nonlinearity of the complex modulus and the effect 
of the static tensile stress vas investigated. During most 
of the impedance tests, the force level vas controlled at 3.5 
Ibf p-p, but for one specimen; this level vas raised to 8.3 
and 16.8 Ibf p-p. Figs. 7-11 and 7-12, vhich are representa­
tive of all wet bone data, show no appreciable effect when 
increasing the force level. Thus, for these low force 
levels, the complex modulus was not dependent upon the force 
level and behaved as a linear elastic material. 
The Bain point of interest was the low value of damping 
obtained when compared to similar measurements made on a dry 
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dog radius (Thompson, Anliker, and Young, 1970). The meas­
ured damping of beef femur, was much less than that obtained 
from the beam flexure experiment (Fig. 7-13). Differences 
may be caused by the type of test or the animal species. The 
major source of error in the present measuremant was from the 
water flow which would tend to increase the measured damping. 
Certainly, a lover level of damping for bone has been ob­
served. 
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CHAPTER VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Mechanical impedance techniques were applied to 
measuring the complex modulus of bone through the use of a 
PDP 8/E digital computer. Several important results of this 
research were found to be: 
(1) The computer program gave an accuracy of 2 % in the 
computed impedance by averaging up to 128 data simultaneously 
at frequencies between 100 and 5000 Hz. 
(2) Ir^ the computation of impedance, the phase angle 
was determined with an accuracy of 2 degrees from a lissajous 
figure which is independent of frequency. 
(3) The frequency was measured with an error of less 
than .01 % due to the stable 100 kHz reference clock and the 
computation procedure used. 
Ci) Siz impedance functions could be computed and plot­
ted in 2U different forms. These functions were also avail­
able in numerical form on the teletype. 
(5) The computer technique allowed for complex imped­
ance cancellations, not only of mass, but also of the imped­
ance head's coiâpie» stiffness. This stiffness cancellation 
increased the measurable impedance range by a factor of ten 
over that possible in commercial hard-wired impedance meas­
urement systems. 
(6) The complex modulus was determined from the driving 
point impedance of a cylindrical specimen with a mass attach­
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ed. Because the measurement «ras at the first antiresonance, 
extraneous damping due to transducer lead-wire movement was 
minimized. Through the use of a lightly damped aluminum 
specimen (ô=.0003) , the minimum measurable damping was found 
to be in the order of 6=.0015. 
(7) The complex modulas (E*=E(1 + 35)) of eleven moist 
beef femur specimens shoved little variation with frequency. 
The average modulus (E=3.5x10^ Ibf/in^) had an error of less 
than 2 %. The flow of physiological saline over the specimen 
caused an estimated increase of 10 % in the measured damping 
{5=.011) . 
Several aspects of the impedance measurement system ani 
the modulus determination could bear improvement: 
(1) The measurement system lacked efficiency due to the 
method of phase angle measurement. With an accurate phase 
angle meter coupled to the computer, the complex modulas 
could be evaluated more efficiently in the stiffness domi­
nated region of frequency. 
(2) Humidity control instead of water flow to assure 
the moisture content of the specimen should decrease the 
error in the damping measurement. A definitive measure of 
the moisture content of the bone specimen is desirable. 
Comparisons of bone data between species, age? sex and 
orientation would allow a better specification of the 
variables which may influence the complex modulus. 
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Hechanical impedance has extensive application to the 
study of living structures, such as the the matching of force 
environments with the dynamic response characteristics of 
the human body. For example, hand tools can be designed to 
reduce the transmission of energy to the hand and fore-arm 
of the operator. In addition, it may be possible to estab­
lish a correlation between illnesses and changes in the 
stiffness or damping of tissues. Mechanical impedance 
applications can make our world a safer place to live and 
work. 
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PAL Instructions 
Prograaaiag Asseably Language (P&L) consists mainly of 
the following instructions shown in abbreviated fora with a 
short summary of their function (Digital Equipment corpora­
tion, 1972a) . 
Memory reference instructions: 
AND (Onnn) Logical AND between the accumulator and the 
specified data word. 
TAD (1nnn) Two's complement add - binary addition be­
tween the accumulator and the specified data 
word. 
DCA (3nnn) Deposit and clear the accumulator into the 
referenced location. 
JHP (5nnn) Jump to specified instruction. 
ISZ (2nnn) Increment the referenced data word and skip 
the next instruction if data word is zero. 
JSS (4nnn) Jump to the subroutine specified. 
XXZ I Indirect addressing of above instructions if 
the argument is on a different page. 
Operate microinstructions (7nnn> : 
CLA Clear the accumulator. 
CLL Clear the link. 
CMA complement the accumulator. 
CSL Cospleaent the link. 
SAB Rotate the accumulator and the link right. 
ETE Eotate the accumulator and the link twice right 
SAL Rotate the accumulator and the link left. 
BTL Rotate the accuaalator and the link twice left. 
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I AC Increment the accumulator. 
HOP No operation. 
SHà Skip on minus accumulator. 
SP& Skip on positive accumulator. 
SZA Skip on zero accumulator. 
SNA Skip on nonzero accumulator. 
SZL Skip on zero link. 
SNL Skip on nonzero link. 
SKP Onconditional skip. 
OSB Inclusive OB of the switch register with the 
accumulator. 
HIT Halt. 
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FOCàL Commands 
FOC&L cons: 
abbreviated by i 
tion, 1972b). 
Command 
TYPE 
ASK 
SET 
GO, GOTO 
IF 
DO 
QOIT 
FOR 
COHHENT 
CONTINUE 
ERASE 
ERASE ALL 
BODIFY 
HRITE 
.sts of the following commands which can be 
:he first letter (Digital Equipment Corpora-
summary 
Used to print text, results of calculations, 
and values of variables. 
Used to assign values to variables from the 
keyboard or teletype. 
Used to define variables and evaluate 
expressions. 
Used to direct program control to the lowest 
line number, or a specified line number. 
Used to direct program control conditionally 
after a comparison. 
Used to cause a specific line or group of 
lines to be executed. 
Used to terminate DO routines. 
Used to halt program execution and return 
control to user. 
Used to increment a number and execute a 
user specified command for each value of the 
number incremented. 
Used for comments or nonexecutable program 
steps. 
Used to erase part or all of a program. 
Used to edit words or characters on a pro­
gram line. 
Used to type out part or all of an indirect 
program. 
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FOCAL Functions 
The following functions are available in FOCAL, 
+ Exponentiations 
» Multiplication. 
/ Division. 
+ Addition. 
Subtraction. 
FSIN( ) Sine function. 
FCOS( ) Cosine function. 
FEXP( ) Exponential function. 
FLOG( ) Natural logarithm function. 
F&TH( ) Arctangent function. 
FSQT( ) Square root function. 
FABS ( ) Absolute value function. 
?SGNC ) Sign part function. 
FITE( ) Integer part function. 
FRAH ( ) Random number function. 
FADC( ) Analog to digital conversion function. 
FX( , ) Digital to analog conversion function. 
FCLK( ) Clock function. 
FDIS( , ) Scope display function. 
} 
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FOCAL Function Changes 
FBAN(N) assumes the value of the number stored in memory 
location n (Carlson, 1972b), when FRAN is redefined in FIELD 
0 by 
Location Data 
0037 631 1 
1553 4453 
1554 336 2 
1555 621 1 
1556 1762 
1557 6201 
1560 4437 
1561 5536 
FADC(8) is used to branch to a routine in FIELD 1, and 
the number n is left in the accumulator (Carlson, 1972a) when 
FADC is redefined in FIELD 0 by 
Location Data 
1343 4453 
1344 5213 
1345 5746 
1346 5200 
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FIowcharts 
Basic control Control - So phase 
Phase? y 
t yes 
Phase angle determination 
Function control 
recorder output j 
End check 
Teletype output 
Mass cancellation 
Initial FOCAL queries 
Switch register check 
Frequency determination 
Amplitude deteraination 
Auxiliary MLP subroutine 
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Phase angle determination sabroutine flowchart : 
^ DO 8.0 in FOCAL ^ 
Retrieve FHAX,FBIH,àBAX,ÂCIIN 
HA = FMAX-FHIN 
HA = ASAX-ASIH 
Retrieve 16 lissajous values 
CI = (B1-B5)/MA C5 = (A1--A5)/H& 
C2 = (B4- B8)/MF C6 = (A4- 1 00
 
O
S 
C3 = (33-•37) /MA C7 = (A3--A7)/Ha 
C4 = (32-•36)/HP C8 = (A2--A6)/HF 
Calculate lissajous direction values 
OF = (C1-C2J* (C3+CiJ) 
DA = (C5-C6)e(C7fC8} 
Calculate average noraaiized lissajous widths 
D1 = (jCI i+iC2j )/2 D2 = (C3+C4) /2 
D3 = (jC5j + !C6! )/2 D4 = (C7 + C8) /2 
Calculate priaary phase angles 
PI = Arcsin(D'i) 
P3 = Arcsin(D3) 
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1 
|-%2Su/lF {D2>0} 
i 
PF = PI PF = 180-P1 
I 
CiF (DF>o) y 
\ yes 
PF = 360-PF 
I 
no 
J 'r 
IF (D4>0) 
PA = P3 
A no 
PA = 180-P3 
( X IF (DA>0) 
tyes 
PA = 360-PA 
IF (PA>PF) 
[PH = (PA+PF-360)/2| [PH = (PA+PF)/2{ 
\ no 
IF (PH>180) 
Vyes 
PH = PH-360 
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Machine lanaaaae sabroatine flowchart : 
c SET D = FADC( ) in FOCAL 
Ç ABOHT ^  ->/ Switch 4 
I down 
Pause < 
SDIHPT subroutine 
SWR6 subroutine 
I 
FEEQuency subroutine 
1 
Erase scope 
Initializations 
I 
^ STEP1 J ( OPT ) 
I no 
r ^ SHHG1 times? Phase? ^  
il£ Ivss 
^STEPt» ^  Change sample OBDEH to FA 
SâSNItude subroutine 
I 
Change sample ORDER to AF 
1 Variable delay 1 
— HAGNItude subroutine 
c STSPiJ 
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( STEP4 ^  
( OPT ^  
Return to FOCAL program 
BI8A7RG subroutine 
BINCHECK subroutine 
SAgPLS subroatias flowchart : 
SAMPLE 
Switch 4^^^ ABORT^ 
dcwn 
( Is ORDER = FA? 
Switch 1 
LISSajous subroutine 
Sample and store accel 
Sample and store force 
Sample and store force 
Sample and store accel 
ad store force 
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FHEQuency subroutine flowchart : 
( FREQ ] 
Is signal zero? y 
UêË 
Is slope positive? 
yes 
Are CYCLES over? 
yes 
Check clock 
Count cycles 
Sample freg channel 
Sample freg channel 
Initialize CYCLE count 
check clock 
I 
Store TIME of cycle count 
^ BETUas ^  
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a&gHIitttde determination subroutine flowchart 
Ç HAGHI ^  
SAHPLE data 
"°-(ls P pos?^ 
{ Is F < FHIM? V 
1 yêT 
no no 
Substitute for FHIN 
I 
{ Is F > FMàX? ) 
yes 
Substitute for FHAX 
BETOBH^ Is k pos? RETUEN 
no Is A < AHIN? 
lyes 
( Is A > AHAX? 
Substitute for AMIN 
E es 
Substitute for AHAX 
BInâvâG Subroutine flOifCaârt: 
c BINAVRG ) 
1 
Use first bin 
iB-j average pairs of values 
( 
Use next bin 
Is bin reduced to one value? 
Ives 
Are all bins averaged? / 
jyes 
no 
^ RETDRH ^  
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BINCHECK subroutine flowchart: 
BINCHECK 
Saaple OEDSB FA 
Initialize bin counters AP ORDER 
f no 
Both ways Are bins full? 
no 
Display LISS SAfiPLE 
FZERO? 
dcwn 
Switch 5 AZERO? 
no 
yes 
MAX A? 
no 
Deposit in bin 
Increment counter 
HINF? 
V no 
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Program Listing 
C-8K FOCAL §19 69 
01.01 C **** DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM **** 
01.02 C BY JOEL W. GERDEEN 
01.03 C 
01.04 C THIS FOCAL PROGRAM IS TO BE USED WITH AUXILIARY 
01.05 C MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM. PAPER TAPE FUNCTION CHANGES AVAILABLE 
01.40 S D=FCLK<0> 
01.45 A "PHASE Y OR N?",PD 
01.50 I (PD-0Y)1.55,1.6 
01.55 D 1.7 1;D 1.72;G 5.01 
01.60 A "MASS CANCELLATION., STATE MASS?",MC 
01.70 A "START FREQ?"jSF, "XNCREMENT, DEC?", SR 
01.71 A "END FREQ?".. EF 
01.72 S SR=5R*2.302582 0 6.75;D 6.76;S TH=4 
01.90 G 2.01 
01.99 Q 
tr 
02.01 C BASKC CONTROL 
02.10 S I F= - 1 . 02+.2044+SF; ;> D=FX(20,IF) 
02.20 S D=FADC<0);D II;D 91;D 7; D 8;D 4;D 3 
02.25 I (EF"CS)2.99 
02.30 S DF=FLOG((CS«5)/CS>JI (SR-DF)2.35 
02.32 S DF=SR 
02.35 S 1F="1.02+.2044*CS*rEXP<DF);I <1023-1F)2.99 
02,40 S D=FX(20,IF) 
02.50 S MI=LM*FSIN(P*3.14159/180) 
02.52 S MR=LM*FC0S(P*3.14 159/180) 
02.60 I (XY-1)2.65,2.7 
02.65 D 13;D 12; G 2.8 
02.70 D 14 
02.80 D 6; G 2.2 
02.99 Q 
03.01 C IMPEDANCE FUNCTION CONTROL 
03.20 S LM=XF*3.I4 159*2*CS/(XA*386) 
03.25 S P=PH+90 
03.50 R 
03.80 T " IMPEDANCE"! 
* 
03.01 C MOBILITY FUNCTION CONTROL 
03.20 S LM=(XA*386)/(XF*3.14 159*2*CS) 
03.25 S P--PH-9 0 
03.50 R 
03.80 T " MOBILITY"! 
* 
03.01 C DYNAIJIIC STIFFNESS FUNCTION CONTROL 
03.20 S LM=XF*(3.14 159+2*CS)f2/(XA*386) 
03.25 S P=PHH8 0 
03.50 R 
03.80 T " STIFFNESS"! 
* 
03.01 C COMPLIANCE FUNCTION CONTROL 
03.20 S LM=(XA*386)/(XF*(3.14l59*2*CS)f2) 
03.25 S P=-180-PH 
03.50 R 
03.80 T " COMPLIANCE"! 
* 
03.01 C APPARENT MASS FUNCTION CONTROL 
03.20 S LM=XF/XA 
03.25 S P=PH 
03.50 R 
03.80 T " § MASS"! 
* 
03.01 C INERTAWCE FUNCTION CONTROL 
03.20 S LM=XA/XF 
03.25 S P=-PH 
03.50 R 
03.8 0 T " INERTAWCE"! 
* 
MASS CANCELLATION 
X 1=XF*F5IN<PH»3. 14159/ 180) 
X2=XF*FC0S<PH*3.14159/180)-MC*XA 
PT=FATN(X1/X2)*180/3.14159 
(-X2)4.5 
(-PT>4.45 
PT=PT+180;G 4.5 
PT=PT"180 
PH=PT;I (PT)4.55,4.6 
XF=X2/FC0S(PT*3.14159/180);R 
XF=X2; R 
CONTROL / NO PHASE 
D«FADC(1);D II 
7; D 8. 12i D 8.16 
3;D 13; D 9;D 6 
(CS-EF)5. 1 
06.01 C TELETYPE CONTROL 
06.10 1 (TT-1)6.65 
06.30 I (PD-0N)6.4,6,5 
06.40 T %6.02 C S j "  ",LM, " P, " T %10.06 MI," ",MR, IfG 6.6 
06.50 T X6.03 CS, " '\,LM, I 
06.60 S TH=ÏH+1 
06.65 I (TH"52)6.9 
06.70 S THsEi;T !!!!!, " ",!!!!!! 
06.75 T "FREQUENCY PHASE IMAG" 
06.76 T " REAL", II»; S TH=TH+2iD 3.8 
06.9 0 R 
04. 01 C 
04. 10 S 
04. 15 S 
04. 20 S 
04. 30 1 
04. 40 I 
04. 42 S 
04. 45 S 
04. 50 S 
04. 55 S 
04. 60 S 
*0 
05. 01 C 
05. 10 S 
05. 20 D 
05. 60 D 
05. 80 I 
05. 90 Q 
07.01 C CALCULATE FREQ 
07.10 S NS="FRANC28 10); S T= FRAN<28 13); I (-T)7.2, 7.2 
07. 15 S T=T+409 6 
07.20 S CS=I00000*NS/(T+8 192) 
06.01 C PHASE ANGLE COMPUTATIONS 
08. 12 S MA=1"PAN< 3002)-FRAN< 3003); S MF=FRAN( 3000)-FRANC 300 1 ) 
08. 16 S XA=MA*RA*TA/5125 S XF=MF*RF*TF/5120 
08.20 S C1 = (FRAN( 3840)-FRANC 39 04) )/MA; S C2= (FRAN< 3888) -FRAN(3952))/MF 
08.21 S C3=(FRAN(3872)-FRANC 39 36))/MA;S C4=(FRAN(38 56) -FRAN(3920))/MF 
06.22 S C5=(FP.AN(3968)-FPAN(;4032) )/MA; S C6= (FRANC 4016) -FRAN(4080))/MF 
08.23 S C7=(FRAN(4000)-FRAN<:4064) )/MA; S C8= (FRAN( 3984) -FRAN(4048))/MF 
08.24 S DF=( Cl-C2)*( C3+C4); DA= ( C5-C6)* ( C7+C8) 
08.30 S Dl=(FABS(Cl)+FABS(C2))/2;S D2=(C3+C4)/2 
08.31 S D3=(FABSCC5) + FABS(C;<>) )/2; S D4=(C7+C8)/2 
08.35 I (01-1)8.37 
08.36 s P1=90;G 8.38 
08.37 s P1 = FATN(D1/FSQT( 1-I) 11 2) )* 18 0/3 . 14 159 
08.38 1 (03-1)8.4 
08.39 s P3=9 0;G 8.5 
08.40 s P3=FATN(D3/FSQT(1-03*2))*180/3.14159 
08.50 s PF=Pi;S PA=P3 
08.52 1 (-D%)8.55,8.55 
08.53 s PF= 118 0-PF 
08. 55 I (-DA)8.58,8.58 
08o56 s PA= 18 0-PA 
08.58 1 (DF)8.6,8.6 
08.59 s PF=360-PF 
08.60 I (DA)8.65,8.65 
08.61 s PA=360-PA 
08.65 I {PA"PF)8.7,8,7 
08.67 s PH=(JPA+PF-360)/2; G 8.72 
08.70 s PH=[PA+PF)/2 
08.72 I (PH- 180)8.8 
08.73 s PH=:PH-360 
08.80 R 
09.01 C TYPE SWRG CHANGES 
09.10 I (SV"FRAN(3645))9.2,9.12,9.2 
09.12 R 
09.20 T X8.04 "ACCEL">XA> "G" S FORCE",XF,"LBF AT FREQ", CS, ! 
09.22 T «5.01 "RA", RA, " TA",TA, " RF",RF," TF",TF, ! 
09.25 S TH=TH+2 
09 . 50 S SW=FRAN<3645) 
11.10 I <SW-FRAN<3645>) 1 1.2, 11. 12, 11.2 
11.12 R 
11.20 S TA=FRAN<3702);I <-TA)11.3 
11.22 S TA= . 1 
11.30 S TF=FRAN<3703); I (-TF)11.4 
11.32 S TF=.1 
11.40 S XY=FRAN(3705>JS TT=FRAN(3704) 
11.45 S RA=FRAN(3699);I <RA-3)11.5 
11.47 S RA=5 
11.50 S RF=FRAN<3701); I (RF-3)11.55 ^ 
11.52 S RF=5 00 
11.55 I (-RAtRF)11.6 
11.57 T "SWRG ST0P!"!;D 9 .5; Q 
11.60 S RA'RAK10t(FRAN(3698));S RF=RF*10»(FRANC 3700)) 
12.01 C PHASE PLOT 
12.12 I (-1-P)12.17,12.17 
12. 15 S P=P+360 
12.17 I (P-18 1) 12.25, 12.25 
12.20 S P=P-360 
12.25 S D=FX'C 18,895+(256*P/360) ),• D 20 
12.90 R 
13.01 C MAG, FREQ PLOT 
13.10 I (LN-0N) 13. 15.» 13.2 
13.15 D 14. 12;S H=767*(LM-L%)/(HZ-LZ);G 13.32 
13.20 S D=FX'C17, FLOG(CS/LF)=X 1023/FLOG(HF/LF) ) 
13.30 S H=FL0G(LM/LZ)*767/FL0G(HZ/LZ) 
13.32 I (H-768) 13.4 
13.35 S H»H-768;G 13.32 
13*40 I (-H)13.5 
13.42 S H=H+768;G 13.4 
13.50 S D=FXC 18,H);D 20 
13.90 R 
14.01 C REAL., IMAG PLOT 
14. 10 1 <LN-I0N> 14.12, 14. 15 
14. 12 S D=FXC17,1023K(C5-LF)/(HF-LF));G 14.2 
14. 15 D 13.2 
14.20 S D=FXC18,1023*(MX-LI)/(HI-LI));D 20 
14.30 S D=FX'C 18, 1023'K(MR-LR.>/<HR-LR) >; D 20 
14.90 R 
16.0; C MAG, PHASE PLOT CALX BRATION 
16.05 D 18.05 
16. 10 A "LOW FREQ?",LF,"HIGH FREQ?",HF 
16.20 A "LOW LOG MAG?", LZ, "HIGH LOG MAG?",HZ 
16.30 S D=FX(: 17, 0)J S D=FX<1H,0)J A "LOWER LEFT ! ", D 
16.35 S D=FX(: 17, 1023); A "LOWER RIGHT X AMPL!", D 
16.40 s D= FX C 18, 1023); A "UPPER RIGHT Y AMPL!", D 
16.45 s D=FX(: 17, 0); A "UPPER LEFT?", D 
16.90 Q 
18.01 C REAL,, IMAG PLOT CALIBRATION 
18.05 A "LIN FREQ?,Y OR N",L1M 
18.10 A "LOW FREQ?",LF,"HIGH FREQ?",HF 
18.15 A "LOW IMAG MAG? ",LI, "HIGH IMAG MAG?",HI 
18.20 A "LOW REAL MAG? ",LR, "HIGH REAL MAG?",HR 
18.30 D 16.3; D 16.35;0 16.4jD 16.45 
18.90 Q 
20.01 C DELAY AND PEN 
20. 10 F Ns0, il00;5 D=0 
20.20 S D=Fx<:i>;F N=0,50;s d==0 
20.30 S D=FX<9) 
* 
5200 
5201 
5202 
5203 
5204 
5205 
5206 
5207 
52 IS 
5211 
5212 
5213 
5214 
5215 
5216 
5217 
5220 
522 î 
5222 
5223 
5224 
5225 
5226 
5227 
5230 
5231 
150 
6002 
3253 
6504 
5202 
4654 
4655 
4340 
6065 
6066 
5210 
4656 
1244 
3245 
2245 
5224 
7200 
1253 
7 4 A 0 
5240 
5235 
7200 
3646 
4647 
7300 
1252 
3646 
4657 
4647 
5215 
/MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
/DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
/MAIN CONTROL*5200 
/FREQ *5340 
/SAMPLE *5400 
/INIT *5440 
/DELAY 1 *5460 
/DIV4 *5527 
/LISS *5542 
/MAGNI *5600 
/BINCHECK *5700 
/FZER0 *6000 
/MAXA *6200 
/BINAVRG *6400 
/DIV2 *6465 
/SDINPT *7000 
/SWRG *7100 
/ 
/ 
FIELD 1 
*5200 
lOF 
DCA PHQST 
ABORT,6504 
JMP 1 
JMS I SDINPT 
JMS I SVRG 
JMS FREQ 
6065 
FOR ***DAP*** 
SUBROUTINES 
JMP 
JMS 
TAD 
DCA 
STEP 
JMP 
CLA 
TAD 
So A 
JMP 
JMP 
CLA 
DCA 
JMS 
CLA 
TAD 
DCA 
JMS 
JMS 
JMP 
/INTERRUPT OFF 
/SV 4 UP FOR PAUSE, DOWN TO CONTINUE 
/SD EQUIP INPUTS 
/SWITCH REGISTER INPUT 
/ERASE SCOPE 
/SKIP WHEN ERASED 
/INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE 
• - 1 
I INIT 
SNMG 
SNMG 1 
1,ISZ SNMGl /INCREMENT DATA COUNTER 
. + 6 
PHQST 
OUT 
STEP4 
I ORDER 
I MAGI 
CLL 
TWHUN 
I ORDER 
I DELAY 1 
I MAGI 
STEPi 
/NO ! 
/MAG CHECK 
/DELAY! 
/MAG CHECK 
151 
5235 
5236 
5237 
5240 
524! 
5242 
5243 
5244 
5245 
5246 
5247 
5250 
5251 
5252 
5253 
5254 
5255 
5256 
5257 
5340 
5341 
5342 
5343 
5344 
5345 
5346 
5347 
5350 
5351 
5352 
5353 
5354 
5355 
5356 
5357 
5360 
5361 
5362 
5363 
5364 
5365 
5366 
536? 
5370 
7300 
4650 
4651 
6001 
6203 
5643 
2017 
7000 
0000 
5776 
5600 
5700 
6400 
0200 
0000 
7000 
7 100 
5440 
5460 
STEP4,CLA CLL 
JKS 1 BINCI 
JMS I BINAI 
OUT,ION 
6203 
JMP I FOCAL 
FOCAL,2017 
SNMG,-1000 
SNMGl, 0 
ORDER,5776 
MAGI,5600 
BINCI, 5700 
BINAI,6400 
TWHUN,200 
PHQST, 0 
SDINPT, 7000 
/CHECK BINS 
/AVERAGE BINS 
/CHANGE FIELDS 
/RETURN TO FOCAL PROGRAM 
/LOCATION TO ENTER FOCAL 
/SAMPLE NUMBER FOR MAGNITUDE 
/I A OF ORDER IN BIN CHECK 
/I A OF MAGNI 
/lA OF BINCHECK 
/I A OF BINAVRG 
/PHASE ?? MARKER 
/IA OF SDINPT SUBR 
/IA OF SVRG SUBR 
/lA OF INIT 
/IA OF DELAY 1 
0000 
7300 
1372 
3373 
6563 
7500 
5344 
6563 
7510 
5347 
6132 
7041 
3375 
6563 
7500 
5355 
6563 
7510 
5360 
2373 
5355 
7300 
6132 
1375 
3375 
/INITIALIZE CYCLE TIMING 
INIT,5440 
DELAY 1, 5460 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE FREQUENCY 
/BY COUNTING THE CLOCK FOR SPECIFIED NO OF CYCLES 
*5340 
FREQ, 0 
CLA CLL 
TAD CYCLl 
DCA CYCLE 
ADFRQ 
SMA 
J M P  .-2 
ADFRQ 
SPA 
JMP .-2 
CTA 
CMA I AC 
DCA TIME 
RECYL,ADFRQ 
SMA 
JMP .-2 
ADFRQ 
SPA 
. - 2  
CYCLE 
RECYL 
CLL 
/START CYCLE COUNTING ON 
/GOING THROUGH ZERO 
POS 
JMP 
ISZ 
JMP 
CLA 
CTA 
TAD 
DCA 
/ANOTHER CYCLE PAST 
/SPECIFIED CYCLES ARE OVER 
TIME 
TIME 
152 
5371 5740 JMP I FREQ 
5372 
5373 
5375 
5376 
5377 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0010 
0010 
CYCL1> 0000 
CYCLE,0 
ADFRQ=6563 
CTA=6I32 
*5375 
TIME, 0 
TOLA, 10 
TOLF,10 
/NUMBER OF CYCLES TO COUNT FREQ 
/SAMPLE FREQ CHANNEL ON AD3 
/CLOCK TO ACCUM 
/STORAGE OF TOTAL CYCLES COUNT 
/TOLERANCE FOR ACCEL 
/TOLERANCE FOR FORCE 
ABORT 5202 
ADFRQ 6563 
BINAI 5251 
BINCI 5250 
CTA 6132 
CYCLE 5373 
CYCLl 5372 
DELAY I 5257 
FOCAL 5243 
FREQ 5340 
INIT 5256 
MAGI 5247 
ORDER 5246 
OUT 5240 
FHGST 5253 
RECYL 5355 
SDINPT 5254 
SNMG 5244 
aJMG 1 5245 
STEPl 5215 
STEP4 5235 
SwRG 5255 
TIME 5375 
TOLA 5376 
TOLF 5377 
TWHUN 5252 
153 
5400 
5401 
5402 
5403 
5404 
5405 
5406 
5407 
5410 
541 1 
5412 
5413 
5414 
5415 
5416 
5417 
5420 
5421 
5422 
5423 
5424 
5425 
5426 
5427 
5430 
5431 
5432 
5433 
5434 
5435 
5436 
0000 
6504 
5636 
7300 
1635 
7440 
5221 
7300 
6570 
3762 
6571 
3763 
6570 
3764 
6571 
3765 
5232 
7300 
6571 
3763 
6570 
3762 
6571 
3765 
6570 
3764 
6501 
4342 
5600 
5776 
5202 
5440 
5441 
5442 
5443 
5444 
5445 
5446 
5447 
5450 
545 î 
5452 
/ABORT IF SW4 IS UP 
/ORDER=200 FOR A-F 
FIELD 1 
* 5400 
/ SAMPLE AND STORE 2 DATA POINTS FROM EACH CHANNEL 
SAMPLE, 0 
6504 
JMP I ABORT 
CLA CLL 
TAD I ORDER 
SZA 
JMP SAMPA 
SAMPF,CLA CLL 
ADF 
DCA I CHFl 
ADA 
DCA I CHAl 
ADF 
DCA 1 CHF2 
ADA 
DCA 
JMP 
0000 
7300 
3652 
3651 
3653 
3654 
3655 
3656 
5640 
6761 
6762 
I CHA2 
SAMLIS 
SAMPA, CLA CLL 
ADA 
DCA I CHAl 
ADF 
DCA I CHFl 
ADA 
DCA I CHA2 
ADF 
DCA I CHF2 
SAMLIS,6501 
JMS LISS 
JMP I SAMPLE 
ORDER, 5776 
ABORT,5202 
ADF=657 0 
ADA=6571 
/ 
/INITIALIZATION 
*5440 
INIT,0 
CLA CLL 
DCA I DIRA 
DCA I DIRF 
DCA I FMAX 
DCA I FMIN 
DCA I AM AX 
DCA I AMIN 
JMP I INIT 
DIRF, 6761 
DIRA, 6762 
/SAMPLE ACCEL FIRST 
/SKIP LISS IF SV 1 DOWN 
/I A OF ORDER 
/IA OF ABORT 
/SAMPLE FORCE 
/SAMPLE ACCEL 
SUBROUTINE 
CHAN 
CHAN 
10 
1 1 
/INITIALIZE VARIABLES TO ZERO 
ADDRESSES OF ES 
54 53 
5454 
5455 
5456 
5460 
5461 
5462 
5463 
5464 
5465 
5466 
5467 
5470 
547 1 
5472 
5473 
5527 
5530 
553 î 
5532 
5533 
5534 
5535 
5536 
5537 
5540 
5541 
5542 
5543 
5544 
5545 
5546 
154 
5670 
567 1 
5672 
5673 
0000 
2273 
5265 
6560 
3273 
1273 
3272 
2272 
5267 
5660 
0000 
7777 
0000 
7500 
5337 
7040 
7110 
7118 
7040 
5727 
7110 
7 110 
5727 
FMAX,5670 
FMIN,5671 
AMAX,5672 
AMIN,5673 
/ 
/VARIABLE 
*5460 
DELAY 1, 0 
ISZ VDl 
JMP .+ 3 
6560 
DCA VDl 
TAD VDl 
DCA VD 
ISZ VD 
JMP 1 
JMP I DELAY! 
VD, 0 
VD1,-1 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/SUBROUTINE TO 
/TAKES ACCOUNT 
/VALUE OF ACCUM 
*5527 
DIV4,0 
SMA 
JM r PG S 
NEG,CMA 
CLL RAR 
CLL RAR 
CMA 
JMP I DIV4 
POS,CLL RAR 
CLL RAR 
JMP I DIV4 
/DECREASE DELAY, IS DELAY ZERO? 
/NO 
/YES! SAMPLE POT 0 FOR DELAY MAX 
/CHANGE DELAY 
/DELAY 1 
/DUMMY DELAY VARIABLE 
/ DELAY 1 VARIABLE 
DIV BY 4 
WHETHER POS OR 
IS DIVIDED BY 
NEG. 
4 
T  C  n l t n T T  C M T  
0000 
7300 
1762 
1361 
4327 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ROUTINE TO DISPLAY DATA IN LISSAJOUS FIGURE FORM 
/FORCE PLOTTED VERTICAL, ACCEL HORIZONTAL 
/VALUES DIVIDED BY 4 BEFORE PLOTTING 
LISSJ 0 
CLA CLL 
TAD I CHFl 
TAD CENT 
JMS DÎV4 
155 
5547 6061 ATYD 
5550 7300 CLA CLL 
5551 1763 TAD I CHAl 
5552 1361 TAD CENT 
5553 4327 JMS DIV4 
5554 6060 ATXD 
5555 6063 DSPD 
5556 6064 SKDC 
5557 5356 JMP .-I 
5560 5742 JMP I LISS 
ATXD=6060 
ATYD=6061 
DSPD=6063 
SKDC=6064 
5561 0774 CENT,774 
5562 6550 CHFI, 6550 
5563 6560 CHAl, 6560 
5564 6551 CHF2,6551 
5565 6561 CHA2, 6561 
/ACCUM TO X DISPLAY 
/ACCUM TO Y DISPLAY 
/DISPLAY DOT 
/SKIP WHEN DISPLAYED 
/OFFSET FOR DISPLAY 
/IST LOC FOR FORCE STORAGE 
/IST LOG FUR ACCEL STORAGE 
/2ND LOC 
/2ND LOC 
ABORT 5436 
ADA 657 i 
ADF 6570 
AM AX 5455 
AMIN 5456 
ATXD 6060 
ATYD 6061 
CENT 5561 
CHAl 5563 
CKA2 5565 
CHFl 5562 
CHF2 5564 
DELAY 1 5460 
DIRA 5452 
DIRF 5451 
DIV4 5527 
DSPD 6063 
FM AX 5453 
FMIN 5454 
INIT 5440 
LISS 5542 
NEG 5532 
ORDER 5435 
POS 5537 
SAMLIS 5432 
SAM PA 5421 
S^PF 5407 
SAMPLE 5400 
SKDC 6064 
VD 5472 
VDl 5473 
156 
FIELD 1 
*5600 
/ DETERMINE FORCE AND ACCEL MAGNITUDES 
5600 0000 MAGNI,0 
5601 4665 JMS I SAMPLE /SAMPLE DATA 
5602 7300 FM AG, CLA CLL /FORCE MAGNITUDE DETERM 
5603 1263 TAD CHF1 
5604 3262 DCA CHF 
5605 1662 TAD I CHF 
5606 7510 SPA /IS DATA F POS? 
5607 5220 JMP MINF /NO 
5610 7041 CMA I AC /F IS POS 
5611 1270 TAD FM AX 
5612 7500 SMA 
5613 5231 JMP AMAG /F<FMAX 
5614 7200 CLA /F >FMAX 
5615 1662 TAD I CHF 
5616 3270 DCA FMAX /SUBSTITUTE FOR FMAX 
5617 5231 JMP AMAG 
5620 7300 MINF, CLA CLL / F I S  N E G  
5621 1271 TAD FMIN 
5622 7 041 CMA IAC 
5623 1662 TAD I CHF 
5624 7500 SMA 
5625 5231 JMP AMAG /F >FMIN 
5626 7200 CLA /F <FMIN 
5627 1662 TAD I CHF /SUBSTITUTE FOR FMIN 
5630 327 1 DCA FMIN 
5631 7300 AMAG, CLA CLL /ACCEL MAG DETERMINATI Û 
5632 1264 TAD CHAl 
5633 3261 DCA CHA 
5634 1661 TAD I CHA 
5635 7510 SPA 
5636 5247 JMP MIMA 
5637 7041 CMA I AC /A IS POS 
5640 1272 TAD AMAX 
5641 7500 SMA 
5642 5600 JMP I MAGNI /A <AMAX 
5643 7200 CLA /A >AMAX 
5644 1661 TAD I CHA 
5645 3272 DCA AMAX /SUBSTITUTE FOR AMAX 
5646 5600 JMP I MAGNI 
5647 7300 MINA, CLA CLL /A IS NEG 
5650 1273 TAD AMIN 
5651 7041 CMA I AC 
5652 1661 TAD I CHA 
5653 7500 SMA 
5654 5600 JMP I MAGNI /A >AMIN 
5655 7200 CLA /A <AMIN 
5656 1661 TAD I CHA 
157 
5657 327 3 DCA AMIN /SUBSTITUTE FOR AMI 
5660 5600 JMP I MAGNI 
5661 0000 CHA, 0 /TEMPORARY A VALUE 
5662 0000 CHF,0 /TEMPORARY F VALUE 
5663 6550 CHFl, 6550 /I ST FORCE LOC 
5664 6560 CHAl, 6560 /I ST ACCEL LOC 
5665 5400 SAMPLE, 5400 /I A OF SAMPLE 
*5670 
567 0 0000 FMAX,0 /MAX OF FORCE 
5671 0000 FMIN,0 /MIN OF FORCE 
5672 0000 AM AX, 0 /MAX OF ACCEL 
5673 0000 AMIN,0 /MIN OF ACCEL 
mAG 5631 
/MAX 5672 
mm 5673 
CKA 5661 
CHAl 5664 
CHF 5662 
CHFl 5663 
FMAG 5602 
FMAX 5670 
PMIN 5671 
MAGNI 5600 
MINA 5647 
MINF 5620 
SAMPLE 5665 
5700 
5701 
5702 
5703 
5704 
5705 
5706 
5707 
5710 
571 1 
5712 
5713 
57 14 
5715 
5716 
5717 
57 20 
5721 
5722 
5723 
5724 
5725 
5726 
5727 
5730 
5731 
5732 
5733 
5734 
57 3 5 
5736 
5737 
5740 
574 î 
57 4 2 
5743 
5744 
5745 
5746 
5747 
5750 
5751 
5752 
5753 
57 54 
158 
/SET ORDER=0 
/IS 0RDER=0? 
/NO: ALL 16 BINS FULL. 
/YES 
/SET ORDER=400 FOR A-F SAMPLING 
/INITIALIZE BIN COUNTERS 
/SNUM2 IS NO. OF DATA PER BIN 
/INITIALIZE BIN COUNTERS 
/SUBROUTINE TO CHECK 8 POINTS ON LISSAJOUS FIGURE 
/TWO DATA SIGNALS ARE SAMPLED, FIRST F-A, THEN 
/A-F. TOTAL OF 16 BINS OF UP TO 32 DATA EACH. 
FIELD 1 
*5700 
0000 BINCHECK,0 
7 300 CLA CLL 
3376 DCA ORDER 
5313 JMP INITBC 
7200 BINA, CLA 
1376 TAD ORDER 
7440 SZA 
5700 JMP I BINCHECK 
7200 CLA 
1364 TAD TWHUN 
337 6 DCA ORDER 
1362 INITBC,TAD CI 
3365 DCA LC 
1366 TAD EIGHT 
3367 DCA LCT 
1377 BINS,TAD SNUM2 
3765 DCA I LC 
2365 ISZ LC 
7 000 NOP 
2367 ISZ LCT 
5317 JMP BINS 
7200 BINC,CLA 
1362 TAD CI 
3365 DCA LC 
1366 TAD EIGHT 
3367 DCA LCT 
7200 BIND, CLA 
1765 TAD I LC 
7440 SZA 
5343 JMP BINF 
2365 ISZ LC 
7000 NOP 
2367 ISZ LCT 
5332 .JMP BIND 
5304 JMP BINA 
4770 BINF,JMS I 
6505 6505 
4771 JMS I LISS 
7200 CLA 
2372 ISZ VDl 
5353 JMP .+3 
6564 6564 
3372 DCA VDl 
1372 TAD VDl 
3373 DCA VD 
/CHECK IF BINS ARE FULL 
/CHECK BIN COUNTERS 
/IS THIS BIN FULL? 
/AT LEAST ONE BIN IS NOT FILLED 
/CHECK ANOTHER BIN 
/ALL BINS OF ONE PASS ARE FULL 
SAMPLE 
/SKIP WHEN SV 5 DOWN 
/DECREASE DELAY, IS DELAY ZERO? 
/NO 
/SAMPLE POT 4 FOR DELAY MAX VALUE 
/CHANGE TO MAX DELAY 
159 
5755 2373 I S Z  VD /DELAY 
5756 5355 JMP .-1 
5757 5763 JMP I FZERO 
5760 4771 BINEJJMS I LISS 
5761 5325 JMP BINC 
5762 6350 CI,6350 /LA OF 1ST BIN COUNTER 
5763 6000 FZERO,6000 /IA OF FZERO 
5764 0200 TVHUN,200 
5765 0000 LC, 0 /TEMPORARY LOC OF BIN COUNTER LOC 
57 66 7770 EIGHT,-8 / 
5767 0000 LCT,0 /TALLEY FOR LOC INIT AND CHECK 
5770 5400 SAMPLE, 5400 /IA OF SAMPLE SUBROUTINE 
5771 5542 LISS, 5542 /IA OF LISS SUBROUTINE 
5772 7777 VD1,-1 /DELAY VARIABLE 
5773 0000 VD, 0 /DUMMY DELAY VARIABLE 
*5776 
5776 0000 ORDER, 0 /POINTER OF SAMPLE ORDER 
5777 7774 SWUM2, -4 /INEG NO OF DATA IN EEAACK BIN 
BINA 5704 
BINB 5717 
BINC 5725 
BINCHE 5700 
BIND 5732 
BINE 5760 
BINF 5743 
CI 5762 
EIGHT 5766 
FZERO 5763 
ÎNJTBC 5713 
LC 5765 
LCT 5767 
LISS 577 I 
ORDER 5776 
SAMPLE 5770 
SNUM2 5777 
TWHUN 5764 
VD 5773 
VDL 5772 
6000 
6001 
6002 
6003 
6004 
6005 
6006 
6007 
6010 
6011 
6012 
6013 
6014 
6015 
6016 
6017 
6020 
6021 
6022 
6023 
6024 
6025 
6026 
6027 
6030 
6031 
6032 
6033 
6034 
6035 
6036 
6037 
6040 
6041 
6042 
6043 
6044 
6045 
6046 
6047 
6050 
6051 
6052 
6053 
6054 
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FIELD 1 
*6000 
/CHECK FOR F ZEROS 
7300 FZERG, CLA CLL 
1757 TAD I TOLF 
1751 TAD I FMAX 
1752 TAD I FMIN 
4755 JMS I DIV2 
7041 CIA 
1732 TAD I CHF 
7500 SMA /IS F>L/2 TOL 
5254 J MP AZERO /YES 
1757 TAD I TOLF /NO 
7510 SPA /IS F<- 1/2T0L 
5254 JMP AZERO /YES 
7200 CLA /NO! FORCE WITHIN WINDOW 
1733 TAD I CHA 
7041 CIA 
1735 TAD I CHA2 
7510 SPA /IS A POSITIVE GOING? 
5237 JMP FZL /NO 
7200 CLA /YES 
1736 TAD I CI 
7450 SNA /IS BIN I FULL? 
5747 JMP I BINC /YES 
7040 CMA /NO 
1730 TAD I ORDER 
1342 TAD BI 
3346 DCA BIN 
1 ? 33 T AD I CK A 
3746 DCA I BIN /PUT A IN BIN I 
2736 ISZ I CI 
7000 NOP 
5750 JMP I BINE 
7200 FZ 1, CLA /A IS NEGATIVE GOING! 
1740 TAD I CV 
7450 SNA /IS BIN V FULL? 
5747 JMP I BINC /YES 
7040 CMA /NO 
1730 TAD I ORDER 
1344 TAD BV 
3346 DCA BIN 
1733 TAD I CHA 
3746 DCA I BIN /PUT A IN BIN V 
2740 ISZ 2 CV 
7000 NOP 
5750 JMP I BINE 
/CHECK FOR A ZEROS 
7300 AZERO, CLA CLL 
1756 TAD I TOLA 
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6056 1753 TAD I AM AX 
6057 1754 TAD I AMIN 
6060 4755 JMS I DIV2 
6061 7041 CIA 
6062 1733 TAD I CHA 
6063 7500 SMA /IS A > 1/2 TQL 
6064 5731 JMP I MAXA /YES 
6065 1756 TAD I TOLA /NO 
6066 7510 SPA /IS A < -1/2 TOL 
6067 5731 JMP I MAXA /YES 
6070 7200 CLA /NO! A WITHIN WINDOW 
6071 1732 TAD I CHF 
6072 7041 CIA 
6073 1734 TAD I CHF 2 
6074 7510 SPA /IS F POSITIVE GOING? 
6075 5313 JMP AZ 1 /NO 
6076 7200 CLA /YES 
6077 1737 TAD I CIV 
6100 7450 SNA /IS BIN IV FULL? 
6101 5747 JMP I BINC /YES 
6102 7040 CMA /NO 
6103 1343 TAD BIV 
6104 1730 TAD I ORDER 
6105 3346 DCA BIN 
6106 1732 TAD I CHF 
6107 3746 DCA I BIN /PUT F IN BIN IV 
6110 2737 ISZ I CIV 
6111 7000 NOP 
6112 5750 JMP I BINE 
6113 72S0 AZ !j m  A /F IS NEGATIVE GOING! 
6114 1741 TAD I CVIII 
6115 7450 SNA /IS BIN VIII FULL? 
6116 5747 JMP I BINC /YES 
6117 7040 CMA /NO 
6120 1345 TAD BVIII 
6121 1730 TAD I ORDER 
6122 3346 DCA BIN 
6123 1732 TAD I CHF 
6124 3746 DCA I BIN /PUT F IN BIN VIII 
6125 2741 ISZ I CVIII 
6:26 7000 NOP 
6127 5750 JMP I BINE 
6130 5776 ORDER,5776 /I A OF ORDER IN BIN CHECK 
6131 6200 MAX A, 6200 /ÎA OF MAXA 
6232 6550 CHF, » 6550 /IST LOC OF FORCE STORAGE 
6133 6560 CHA, 6560 /IST LOC OF ACCEL STORAGE 
6134 6551 CHF2,6551 /2ND LOC FOR F 
6135 656 i CKA2j 656! /2ND LOC FOR A 
6136 6350 CI, 6350 /lA OF CI 
6137 6353 CIV ,6353 /IA OF CIV 
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6140 
6141 
6142 
6143 
6144 
6145 
6146 
6147 
6150 
6151 
6152 
6153 
6154 
6155 
6156 
6157 
AM AX 
AMIN 
AZERO 
AZl 
BI 
BIN 
BINC 
BINE 
BIV 
BV 
BVIII 
CHA 
CKA2 
CKF 
CHF2 
CI 
CIV 
CV 
CVIII 
DIV2 
FM AX 
FMIN 
FZEP.0 
Î21 
MAXA 
ORDER 
TOLA 
TOLF 
6354 CV,6354 
6357 CVIII,6357 
7400 BI,7400 
7460 BIV,7460 
7500 BV,7500 
7560 SVIII,7560 
0000 BIN,0 
5725 BINC, 5725 
5760 BINE, 5760 
5670 FMAX,5670 
5671 FMIN,5671 
5672 AMAX,5672 
5673 AMIN, 5673 
6465 DIV2,6465 
5376 TOLA, 5376 
5377 TOLF,5377 
/LA OF CV 
/LA OF CVIII 
/IST LOC OF BIN 
/IST LOC OF BIN 
/IST LOC OF BIN 
/IST LOC OF BIN 
/DUMMY BIN LINE 
/LA OF BINC 
/LA OF BINE 
/I A OF FMAX 
/LA OF FMIN 
/LA OF AM AX 
/LA OF AMIN 
/I A OF DIV2 
/LA OF TOLA 
/LA OF TOLF 
I 
IV 
V 
VII! 
LOCATION 
6153 
6154 
6054 
6113 
6142 
6146 
6147 
6150 
6143 
6144 
6145 
6133 
6135 
6132 
6134 
6136 
6137 
6140 
6141 
6155 
6151 
6152 
6000 
6037 
6131 
6130 
6156 
6157 
7300 
1351 
7450 
5226 
7200 
1746 
1730 
7041 
1732 
7500 
5226 
7200 
1351 
7040 
1342 
1737 
3336 
1731 
3736 
2351 
7000 
5740 
7300 
1352 
7450 
5254 
7200 
1747 
1731 
7041 
1734 
7500 
5254 
7200 
1352 
7040 
1343 
1737 
3336 
1730 
3736 
2352 
7000 
5740 
7300 
1355 
7450 
5302 
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FIELD I 
*6200 
MAX A, CLA CLL 
TAD CXI 
SNA 
JMP MAXF 
CLA 
TAD I TOLA 
TAD I CHA 
CIA 
TAD I AM AX 
SMA 
JMP MAXF 
CLA 
TAD CI I 
CMA 
TAD BII 
TAD I ORDER 
DCA BIN 
TAD I CHF 
DCA I BIN 
ISZ CI I 
NOP 
JMP I BINE 
MAXF, CLA CLL 
TAD CI 11 
SNA 
JMP MINA 
CLA 
TAD I TOLF 
TAD I CHF 
CIA 
TAD I FM AX 
SMA 
JMP MINA 
CLA 
TAD cm 
CMA 
TAD BILL 
TAD Î ORDER 
DCA BIN 
TAD I OKA 
DCA I BIN 
ISZ cm 
NOP 
JMP ! BINE 
MINA» CLA CLL 
TAD CV! 
SNA 
JMP MINF 
/ I S  B I N  I I  F U L L ?  
/YES 
/NO 
/ I S  A  >  A M  A X  -  T O L ?  
/NO 
/YES 
/PUT F IN BIN II 
/ I S  B I N  I I I  F U L L ?  
/YES 
/NO 
/ I S  F  >  F M A X - T O L ?  
/NO 
/YES 
/PUT A IN BIN III 
/ I S  B I N  V I  F U L L ?  
/YES 
6260 
6261 
6262 
6263 
6264 
6265 
6266 
6267 
627 0 
627 1 
6272 
6273 
6274 
6275 
6276 
6277 
6300 
6301 
6302 
6303 
6304 
6305 
6306 
6307 
6310 
631 1 
6312 
6313 
6314 
6515 
6316 
6317 
6320 
6321 
6322 
6323 
6324 
6325 
6326 
6327 
6330 
6331 
6332 
6333 
6334 
6335 
6336 
6337 
6340 
6341 
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7200 CL A /NO 
1746 TAD I TOLA 
1733 TAD I AMIN 
7041 CIA 
1730 TAD I CHA 
7500 SMA /IS A > AMIN+TOL? 
5302 JMP MINF /YES 
7200 CLA /NO 
1355 TAD CVI 
7040 CMA 
1344 TAD BVI 
1737 TAD I ORDER 
3336 DCA BIN 
1731 TAD I CHF 
3736 DCA I BIN /PUT F IN BIN VI 
2355 ISZ CVI 
7000 NOP 
5740 JMP I BINE 
7300 MINF, CLA CLL 
1356 TAD CVI I 
7450 SNA /IS BIN VII FULL? 
5741 JMP I BINC /YES 
7200 CLA /NO 
1747 TAD I TOLF 
1735 TAD I FMIN 
7041 CIA 
1731 TAD I CHF 
7500 SMA /IS F > FMIN+TOL? 
5741 JMP I BINC /YES 
7200 CLA /NO 
1356 TAD CVI I 
7040 CMA 
1345 TAD BVI I 
1737 TAD I ORDER 
3336 DCA BIN 
1730 TAD I CHA 
3736 DCA I BIN /PUT A IN BIN Vn 
2356 ISZ CVI I 
7000 NOP 
5740 JMP I BINE 
6560 CHA, 6560 /IST LOC OF ACCEL STORAGE 
6550 CHFj ,6550 /IST LOC OF FORCE STORAGE 
5672 AMAX,5672 /I A OF AM AX IN MAGNI 
5673 AMIN,5673 /I A OF AMIN 
5670 FM AX, 5670 /lA OF FM AX 
567 î FMIN,5671 /I A OF FMIN 
0000 BIN, 0 /TEMPORARY LOCATION FOR ANY BIN 
5776 ORDER, 5776 /I A OF ORDER ON PREVIOUS PAGE 
5760 BINE, 5760 /I A OF BINE 
5725 BINC, 5725 /IA OF BINC 
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6342 7420 BII,7420 
6343 7440 Bill,7440 
6344 7520 BVI,7520 
6345 7540 BVII,7540 
6346 5376 TOLA, 5376 
6347 5377 TOLF,5377 
*6350 
6350 0000 CI, 0 
6351 0000 CI 1,0 
6352 0000 CIII,0 
6353 0000 CIV, 0 
6354 0000 CV, 0 
6355 0000 Cvl, 0 
6356 0000 CVII,0 
6357 0000 CVIII,0 
/ 1ST LOC OF BIN II 
/IST LOC OF BIN III 
/IST LOC OF BIN VI 
/IST LOC OF BIN VII 
/lA OF TOLA 
/IA OF TOLF 
/COUNTER FOR BIN I 
/COUNTER FOR BIN II 
/COUNTER FOR BIN III 
/COUNTER FOR BIN IV 
/COUNTER FOR BIN V 
/COUNTER FOR BIN VI 
/COUNTER FOR BIN VII 
/COUNTER FOR BIN VIII 
AM AX 6332 
AMIN 6333 
BII 6342 
Bill 6343 
BIN 6336 
BINC 6341 
BINE 6340 
BVI 6344 
BVII 6345 
CHA 6330 
CHF 6331 
CI 6350 
CI I 6351 
GUI 6352 
CIV 6353 
CV 6354 
CVÎ 6355 
CVII 6356 
CVIII 6357 
FM AX 6334 
FMIN 6335 
MAXA 6200 
M AX F 6226 
MINA 6254 
MINF 6302 
ORDER 6337 
TOLA 6346 
TOLF 6347 
6400 
6401 
6402 
6403 
6404 
6405 
6406 
6407 
6410 
6411 
6412 
6413 
6414 
6415 
6416 
6417 
6420 
6421 
6422 
6423 
6424 
6425 
6426 
6427 
6430 
6431 
6432 
6433 
6434 
6435 
6436 
6437 
6440 
6441 
6442 
6443 
6444 
6445 
6446 
6447 
6450 
6451 
6452 
6453 
6454 
6455 
6456 
6457 
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FIELD 1 
*6400 
0000 BINAVRG> 0 /SUBROUTINE TO AVERAGE BIN VALUES 
1276 TAD BINLL 
3277 DCA BINLN /START AT 1ST LOCATION OF BIN I 
7300 BDA»CLA CLL 
1700 TAD I SNUM2 
7041 CIA 
3301 DCA BSN /NOTE NUMBER OF DATA IN EACH BIN 
7001 I AC 
3302 DCA BSL /SET LINE INCREMENT:1 
7300 BDB,CLA CLL 
1301 TAD BSN 
7 1 1 0  CLL RAR 
3301 DCA BSN /START BIN SET NUMBER WITH SNUM2/2 
1302 TAD BSL 
3303 DCA BDL /START DATA LINE INCREMENT =1 
1302 TAD BSL 
1302 TAD BSL 
3302 DCA BSL /START SET LINE INCREMENT AT 2 
1277 TAD BINLN 
3304 DCA BLN /START DUMMY LINE NUMBER AT BINLN 
3305 DCA BSC /DUMMY SET COUNTER =0 
7300 BDC,CLA CLL 
1303 TAD BDL 
1304 TAD BLN 
3306 DCA BLN 2 /LOCATION OF 2ND NUMBER 
1704 TAD I BLN 
1706 TAD I BLN 2 /ADD NUMBERS 1 & 2 
4265 •J M S D! va /DXVîDE BY 2 
3704 DCA I BLN /REPLACE 1ST NUMBER BY QUOTIENT 
1304 TAD BLN 
1302 TAD BSL 
3304 DCA BLN /INCREMENT DUMMY LINE TO NEXT SET 
2305 ISZ BSC /INCREMENT DUMMY SET COUNTER 
7000 NOP 
1305 TAD BSC 
7041 C I A  
130! TAD BSN 
7440 SZA /HAVE ALL SETS BEEN USED? 
5225 JMP BDC /NO ! 
1301 TAD BSN /YES 
7041 C I A  
7001 I AC 
7440 SZA / SETS OF THIS BIN AVERAGED? 
5 2 1  1  JMP BDB /NO Ï 
1277 TAD BINLN /YES 
1307 TAD TWNTY 
3277 DCA BINLN /START AT 1ST LOC OF NEXT BIN 
1277 TAD BINLN 
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6460 7041 CIA 
6461 1310 TAD BINL16 
6462 7500 SMA /HAVE ALL BINS BEEN AVERAGED? 
6463 5203 JMP EDA /NO ! 
6464 5600 JMP I BINAVRG 
/ / 
/SUBROUTINE TO DIVIDE BY 2 
6465 0000 DIV2,0 /VALUE IN ACCUM IS DIVIDED BY 2 
6466 7500 SMA 
6467 5274 JMP POS 
6470 7040 NEG, CM A /NEG NUMBER 
6471 7 1 1 0  CLL RAR 
6472 7040 CMA 
6473 5665 JMP I DIV2 
6474 7 1 1 0  PO S, CLL RAR /POS NUMBER 
6475 5665 JMP I DIV2 /VALUE IN ACCUM IS QUOTIENT 
647 6 7400 BINL1,7400 / I S T  L O C  O F  B I N  I  
6477 0000 BINLN,0 / I S T  L O C  O F  B I N  B E I N G  A V E R A G E D  
6500 5777 SNUM2,5777 / L A  O F  S N U M 2  I N  B I N  C H E C K  
6501 0000 B5N,0 /PRESENT NO. OF DATA SETS IN BIN 
6502 0000 BSL, 0 /LINE INCREMENT SETS PRESENT 
6503 0000 BDL,0 /LINE INCREMENT DATA IN SET 
6504 0000 BLN,0 /DUMMY LINE OF 1ST DATA IN SET 
6505 0000 BSC, 0 /DUMMY SET COUNTER 
6506 0000 BLN2, 0 /LOCATION OF 2ND NUMBER IN SET 
6507 0020 TWNTY,20 /INCREMENT BETWEEN BINS 
6510 7760 BINL16,7760 / I S T  L O C  O F  B I N  X V I  
BDA 6403 
EDB eaii 
BDC 6425 
EDL 6503 
BINAVR 6400 
BINLN 6477 
BINLL 6476 
BINL16 6510 
ELN 6504 
ELN2 6506 
BSC- 6505 
BSL 6502 
BSN 6501 
DIV2 6465 
NEG 647 0 
POS 6474 
SNUM2 6500 
TVNTY 6507 
7000 
7001 
7002 
7003 
7004 
7005 
7006 
7007 
7010 
7011 
7012 
7013 
7014 
7015 
7016 
7017 
7020 
7021 
7022 
7023 
7024 
7025 
7026 
7027 
7030 
7031 
7032 
7033 
7034 
7035 
7036 
7037 
7040 
7041 
7042 
7043 
7044 
7045 
7046 
7047 
7050 
7051 
7052 
7053 
7054 
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FIELD 1 
*7000 
/SUBROUTINE TO SAMPLE SD EQUIPMENT INPUTS 
/ALSO CHECKS ACCEL LEVEL CHANGE 
0000 SDINPT, 0 
7300 CLA CLL 
6567 ACHKR, ADLNA /LINEAR ACCEL 
1270 TAD ACHK 
4677 JMS I DIV2 /AVERAGE WITH PREVIOUS VALUES 
3270 DCA ACHK 
6567 ADLNA /CHECK RATE OF CHANGE 
1271 TAD TOL 
7041 CIA 
1270 TAD ACHK 
7500 SMA /IS A>ACHK+ TOL?? 
5202 JMP ACHKR /YES ,DECREASING TOO FAST 
1271 TAL TOL 
1271 TAD TOL 
7510 SPA /IS A< ACHK-TOL?? 
5202 JMP ACHKR /YES,INCREASING TOO FAST 
6566 ADLNF /LINEAR FORCE 
3273 DCA CHLNF 
6567 ADLNA /LINEAR ACCEL 
3272 DCA CHLNA 
6562 ADLNFQ /LINEAR FREQ 
3274 DCA CHLNFQ 
1274 TAD CHLNFQ /USE ; FOR CYCLE COUNTING IN FREQ 
7041 CIA 
367 6 DCA I CY CL 1 
1265 TAD MAX /YES ,! CHECK RANGES ACCEL, FORCE 
1272 TAD CHLNA 
7500 SMA /IS A>nAX? 
5255 JMP PAUS /YES 
7200 CLA /NO 
1266 TAD MIN 
1272 TAD CHLNA 
7510 SPA /IS A<MIN? 
5255 JMP PAUS /YES 
7200 CLA /NO 
1265 TAD MAX 
1273 TAD CHLNF 
7500 SMA /IS F>MAX? 
5255 JMP PAUS /YES 
7200 CLA 
1266 TAD MIN 
1273 TAD CHLNF 
7510 SPA /IS F<M!N? 
5255 JMP PAUS /YES 
5600 JMP I SDINPT 
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7055 7402 PAUS^HLT /A SIGNAL IS OUT OF RANGE 
7056 5202 JMP ACHKR 
*7065 
/WAIT FOR RESTART 
7065 7620 MAX,7620 /MAX OF RANGE ACCEPTED 
7066 7770 M I N , 7 7 7 0  /MIN OF RANGE 
7067 5336 PHQST,5336 /I A OF PHQST 
7070 0000 ACHK,0 /AVERAGE VALUE FOR CHECK 
7071 0005 T0L,5 
7072 0000 CHLNA» 0 
7073 0000 CHLNF, 0 
7074 0000 CHLNF&, 0 
7075 0000 CHANGE, 0 
7076 5372 CYCLÎJ5372 / I A  O F  C Y C L E S  F R E Q  C O U N T E D  
7077 6465 DIV2, 6465 
ADLNA=6567 
ADLNF=6566 
ADLNFQ=6562 
/ L A  O F  D I V 2  
/ 
/ 
/ 
*7100 
/SUBROUTINE TO CHECK SWITCH REGISTER 
/SW SETTING USED FOR LOGICAL DETER 
/OF EQUIPMENT SETTINGS AND OUTPUT DESIRED 
7100 0000 SWRG 1 , 0  
7101 7300 CLA CLL 
7102 7604 LAS /CHECK SW RG 
7.103 7041 C I A  
7104 1275 TAD CHANGE 
7105 7450 SNA /HAS SETTING SEEN CHANGED?? 
7106 5700 JMP I SWRG / N O S  S K I P  C H E C K  
7107 7604 LAS 
7110 3275 DCA CHANGE 
7111 7604 LAS /NOTE SW RG SETTING 
7112 0360 AND LAST 2 
7 1 1 3  3362 DCA RMA /NOTE RANGE MULT ACCEL 
7114 7604 LAS 
7115 7417 LSR 
7116 0001 1 
7117 0360 AND LAST2 
7120 3363 DCA RA /NOTE ACCN, RANGE 
7 1 2 1  7604 LAS 
7122 7 4 1 7  LSR 
7123 0003 3 
7224 0360 AND LASTS 
7125 3364 DCA RMF /NOTE RANGE MULT FORCE 
7126 7604 LAS 
7127 7417 LSR 
7130 0005 5 
7 1 3 1  0360 AND LAST 2 
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7132 3365 DCA RF 
7133 7604 LAS 
7134 7417 LSR 
7135 0007 7 
7136 0361 AND LAST 1 
7.137 3366 DCA SDA 
7140 7604 LAS 
7141 7417 LSR 
7142 0010 10 
7143 0361 AND LASTl 
7144 3367 DCA SDF 
7145 7604 LAS 
7146 7417 LSR 
7.147 0011 11 
7150 0361 AND LASTl 
715: 3370 DCA TT 
7152 7604 LAS 
7153 7417 LSR 
7154 0012 12 
7155 036.1 AND LASTl 
7J56 3371 DCA XY 
7157 5700 JMP I SWRG 
7.160 0003 LASTS, 3 
7161 0001 LASTl,1 
7162 0000 RMA,0 
7163 0000 RA, 0 
7:64 0000 RMF,0 
7165 0000 RF, 0 
7166 0000 SDA,0 
7:67 0000 SDF,0 
7170 0000 TT,0 
7171 0000 XY,0 
LSR=7417 
/NOTE FORCE RANGE 
/NOTE SDI22 ACCEL RANGE 
/NOTE SD122 FORCE RANGE 
/NOTE TELETYPE FLAG 
/NOTE XY FLAG 
ACHK 7070 PAUS 7055 
ACHKR 7002 FHQST 7067 
ADLNA 6567 RA 7163 
ADLNF 6566 RF 7 165 
ADLNFÇ 6562 mA 7162 
CHANGE 7075 RMF 7 164 
CMLNA 7072 SDA 7 166 
CHLNF 7073 SDF 7167 
CHLNFQ 7074 SDINPT 7000 
CYCLl 7076 SWRG 7100 
DÎV2 7077 TOL 7071 
LASTl 7161 TT 7i70 
LAST2 7160 XY 7171 
LSR 7417 
MAX 7065 
MIN 7066 
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APPENDIX C: CYLINDRICAL SOD IMPEDANCE 
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Derivation of Impedance 
The folloHing discussion will cover the mathematical 
theory of the longitudinal vibration of damped rods. The 
derivation of driving point and transfer impedances is dis­
cussed. The simplification of the equations for computer 
plotting is also shown. 
Figure (5-1) shows a diagram of a rod which is attached 
to a mass at one end and driven by a sinusoidal force at the 
other. The length of the rod is L, the cross-sectional area 
is A, and the density is P . u is the displacement of a rod 
particle in the longitudinal direction x. & normal assump­
tion in rod vibration theory is that the lateral dimensions 
remain small in comparison to the wavelength. Then the radi­
al motion of the rod may be neglected and all cross sections 
assumed to remain planar= 
The longitudinal motion of the rod is best described by 
the wave equation from which the motion at any point in the 
rod is given by Eg. (C-1) for a sinusoidal driving force, 
(Snowdon, 1968). 
where UQ = 
1 73 
The notion of the driven end becomes 
u(0, t) = —^ 
A 
cos X  -  y \  sin A j(i)t 
sin A + YA cos A ^ (C-2) 
and the driving point impedance is 
sin A -f yA cos A 
A cos A - yA sin A 
(C-3) 
where = the rod mass 
Y = the ratio of the attached mass to the rod mass 
c* - /E*/p , the complex wave velocity 
A = u)L/c* 
The motion of the mass end is 
Since A Is a coaples qaastity, all functions of A be­
come complex. Following Snowdon (page 153) Eg. (C-3) can be 
written 
and the transfer impedance become 
= —T— [sin A + Y^ cos A] CC-5) 
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Z X \i*j (C-6) 
where 
0* = sin X + yX cos X (C-7) 
6* = cos X — Y ^  sin X 
Since 3*and î>*are complex, they may be expressed 
In general, trigometric functions of complex quantities 
can be expressed in terms of hyperbolic functioas also. Thus 
where x = P+jg» a complex quantity, 
= sp.chq. + Y (pcp.chq. + qsp.shq.) 
= cp.chq. - Y (psp.chq. - qcp.shq.) 
= -sp.shq. - Y(pep.shq. - qsp.chq.) 
where the functions sine , cosine and their hyperbolic 
counterparts have been abbreviated. 
Then the driving point impedance becomes 
(C-8) 
$ *  =  
= cp.shq. + Y(-psp.shq. + qcp.chq.) (C-9) 
0R + jQj 
(C-10) 
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Separated into its real and imaginary parts wa get 
-, • -"iiï: : y-' 
a)M^(0„r„ + 6jTj) 
h = + r -) 
R I 
Where 
Tr = p$p - q$i (c-13) 
Tj = + q$R 
The magnitude can be determined from 
(C-IU) 
and the phase angle 
(j> = ArctanCZ^/Z^) (C-15) 
Similarly, the transfer impedance can be expressed as 
jcuM 
— (C-16) 
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Separated into real and imaginary parts, Zm becomes 
-uM (p0 -qe ) 
uM (p0 +qe ) 
^TI = (C-18) 
The terms p and g can be ezpresed in the following forms 
p=(^'^)y^ (c-19) 
q (C-20) 
where E* = E(l+jô), the coaples modulus 
and X = (JOL/C* = (JOL /p/E* = P + jq 
D = /I + 52 (C-21) 
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FOCAL Program for Plotting Impedance 
C-8K FOCAL «19 69 
01.01 C CALCULATION AND PLOT OF MECHANICAL 1MPEDAI\ICE FOR A 
01.02 C CYLINDRICAL ROD ATTACHED TO FINITE RIGID MASS. 
01.25 A "MODULUS OF ELASTICITY X 10»6", E, "DAMPING FACTOR", DA 
01.30 A " ROD DI AM.?",DIj " ROD LENGTH?",L, " DENSITY?",DE 
01.32 S A=3. M159*DI t2/4; S DE=DE/38 6; S MR=DE*A*L 
01 o 35 S E=EW' 1000000 
01.40 S DW=FSQT( H-DAT2) 
01.50 A "MASS ATTACHED?", Mi S G=M/(386*MR) 
01.80 A "BEGIN FREQ", CB, "END FREG", CE 
01.82 A "MAX VERTICAL INCREMENT?", DV 
01.85 D 3 -J 
01.90 G 1.8 ^ 
02.01 C CALCULATE IMPEDANCE 
02.10 S V-2xc3. 14159*CS 
02.15 S P=(W*L/DW)*FSQT(DE/E)*FSQT((DW+l)/2) 
02.20 S Q=("W*L/DW)'XF5QT(DE/E)+FSQT( (DW- l)/2) 
02.25 S CP=rCOS(P);S SP=FSXN(P> 
02.27 S CHQ«(FEXP(Q) + FEXP(-C) )/2; S SH Q= (FEXP( Q>-FEXP( - Q) ) / 2 
02. 30 S BR= P*CP* CHQ+ Q*SP*SHQ+G*(2*P*Q*CP*SHQ-( Pf 2-Q*2)*SP* CHQ) 
02. 32 S BI = Q*CP*CHQ -P*SP*SH Q-G* ( 2*P*Q* SP* CH G+ ( Pt 2- QT 2) * CP* SHQ) 
02.35 S TR=.'5P*CHQ+G*(P*CP*CHQ+Q*SP*SHC) 
02.37 S TI=»GP*SHQ+G*( Q*CP*CHQ-P*SP*SHQ> 
02.40 S Z R =-(W*MR)*(TI*BR-ai*TR)/(BRr2+BIt2) 
02.42 S ZI = (CW*MR)*(TR*I3R+T.I*BI )/(BRî2+BI T2) 
02.45 S ZM=irSQT(ZRt2+ZÏ t2> 
02.50 S PH=FATN(ZI/ZR)*180/3.14159 
03.01 C CYCLE THRU FREQUENCY 
03.05 S Y= 1 
03.10 S DH«DV;S CS-CB; D 2; D 14 
03.15 D 20 
03.20 S CS»CS+DH*C£)/100 
03.30 I <CF.-CS)3.5 
03.40 D 2; I) 14; G 3.2 
03.50 D 21 
03.55 I (Y)3.9 
03.60 S Y=- i; G 3.1 
03.9 0 R 
14. 01 C XY RECORDER CONTROL 
14.05 D 15 
14. 10 I (Y)14.15 
14. 12 D 16; G 14.2 
14. 15 D 17 
14.20 1 (FABS(V-VI)-DV)14.3 
14.25 S DH=DH/2;G 14.4 
14.3(3 S DHsDH*1.1 
14.40 I (DH-5)14.6 
14.50 s DH=5 
14.60 I (DH-.5)14.7,14.9,14.9 
14.70 s DH= .5 
14.90 R 
15. 01 C SET LOG FREQ 
15. 10 S H=1023*FLOG(CS/LF 
15. 20 s DU« FX(17,H) 
16. 01 C SET LOG MAGNITUDE 
16. 05 s V1 = V 
16. 10 s V=((ND-1)/ND)*102 
16. 20 s DU= FX ( 18, V) 
)/FLOG(HF/LF) 
AND PLOT POINT 
3x,FL0G(ZM/LZ)/FL0G(HZ/LZ) 
17.01 C SET PHASE ANGLE AND PLOT POINT 
17.05 S V1=V 
17.10 S V=( (ND- .5)/ND)* 1023+( ( 1023/ND)*PH/ 18 0) 
17.20 S DU=FX<18,V) 
18. 01 C XY RE CORDER CAl-IBRATION 
18. 10 A ••LOW FREQ?",LF, "HIGH FREQ?">HF 
IS. 20 A "LOW MAG?",LZ, "HIGH MAG?", HZ 
18. 25 S ND=1+FL0G(HZ/LX)/FL0G(10) -
18. 30 S DU=FX( 17, 0); S JDU=FXC 18, 0); A "LOVER LEFT 
18. 40 S DU=iFX< 17, 1023),° A "LOWER RIGHT I", DU 
18. 50 S DU=:FX< 18, 1023); A "UPPER RIGHT ! ", DU 
18. 60 S DU=FX<17,0); A "UPPER LEFT I",DU 
18. 70 S DU=FX(18, < <ND-I)/NO)#1023); A "MAX MAG !", 
20. 01 C DELAY PEN DOWN 
20. 10 F N=0., 200; S DU=0 
20. 20 S DU=FX(1) 
21.01 C PEN UP DELAY 
21.10 S DU=,FX<9);F N=0, 100.; S DU=0 
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FOCAL Program to Calculate Complex Modulus 
C-8K FOCAL 61969 
01.01 C ITERATIVE ROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
01.02 C FROM THE IMPEDANCE OF A ROD WITH MASS ATTACHED. 
01.03 C DATA FROM THE IM AG PART OF IMPEDAIviCE/ CB IS THE LOW FREQ PÛ SI TIE 
01.04 C PEAK, CR IS THE ZERO AMP FREQ AND CA IS THE HIGH FREQ PEAK. 
01.05 C DISPLAY SCOF'E IS USED FOR VISUAL CHECK OF ITERATIONS. 
01.06 C FIRST, CALIBRATE THE SCOPE DISPLAY, "DO 15" 
01.07 G NORMAL VALUES ARE îil30-2000 HZ AND -50 TO 50 AMPLITUDE Z. 
01.08 C NOTE GIVEN MASS VAL.UES IN 1.60, 1.62 AND 1.63 ! 
01.09 C SECOND, "GO", ANSWER DIAM AND LENGTH QUERIES IN INCHES. 
01.10 C ANSWER "MASS NO.?" WITH 1 TO 11 
01.11 C ANSWER THREE FREQUENCIES IN HZ. 
01.12 C ANSWER MASS NO. = 12, WHEN ALL DATA ENTERED. 
01.40 A " ROD DIAM? ", RD, " ROD LENGTH? ",L," DENSITY LBF/IN 13? ", DE 
01.50 S A=(3. 14 159*RDf 2)/4j 5 DE=DE/38 6; S MR=DE*A*L 
01.60 S NM=)li;S M( 1> = . 103; .S M(2) = . 127; S M(3)= . 16; S M(4) = .202; S M(5) = .25 » 
01.62 S M(6>=.32i;S M<7)=.399;S M(8)=.499;S M(9)=.642;S M(10)=.801 cr 
01.63 S M( 1 11) = 1 .001 
01.70 A "MASS NO.?",NîI (NM-N)1.75 
01.72 A "CB?", SBCN), "CR?", .'jRCN), "CA?", SA(N) 
01 « 73 G 1.7 
01.75 F N=1, NM; D 3; D 2 
01.80 Q 
02.01 C ITERATE TO SOLVE FOR MODULUS 
02.15 S D=(CA-GB)/CR; S E1 = < 2*3 . 14 1 59* CR/1 000) » 2*M<N) •L/< 386* A) 
02.20 S AW= ,.001*2*3. 14 159; 5 ED=E1 
02.25 S C0=CR-<CA-CB>; S CI =( CA-CB); S W0= C0*2* 3 . 14 159 
02.30 D 5; S C1 = CD; S E2«El+.i;S ED=E2;D 5; S C2=CD 
02.40 S ED=):1 + (E2-E1)*( CR-Cl)/( C2-C1); D 5; S C1 = C2; s C2=CD;S E1 = E2; s E2-B 
02.50 I (FABS(CR-CD)-.01)2.8„2.4,2.4 
02.80 T %2.l30"f",N; T %5.04" DA", D; T %5.03" E", ED, " AT FREQ"; T %6.01CR, ! 
02.9 0 R 
03.01 C SET VARIABLES FOR CORRESPONDING MASS 
03.10 S G=M(CN)/(386'fMR> 
03.20 S CB=SB(N);S CR=SR(N);S CA=SA(N) 
04.01 C CYCLE TO SOLVE FOR RESONANT FREQ 
04.05 S WI = GI*g*3. 14159 
04. 10 S V=V0; D 8 
04.15 S ZS=rSGN<ZI) 
04.20 S Wl = W0+VIiS W=W1;D E! 
04.30 1 (ZI:4'ZS)4.32,4.35,4, 35 
04.32 S ZS=I SGN<ZI); S WI=-W:[/3 
04.35 I (FABS(W1"W0>-AW)4.45 
04.40 S V0=VJ1;G 4.2 
04.45 R 
05.01 C SOLVE FOR FREQS 
05.05 S E-ED*1000000 
05.10 D 2.25 
05.30 D 4 
05.50 S CD=Vl/<2*3. 14 159) 
05.70 R 
06.01 C DO ROUTINE FOR ONE MASS ONLY 
06.10 D 1.4: D 1.5; D 1.6;D 1,, 62; D 1.63 
06.20 A "MASS NO.?",N 
06.25 D 1.72 
06.30 D 3;D 2 
06.40 Q 
08 .01 C CALCULATE IMPEDANCE, FUNCTIONS 
08 .  05 S DW=FSQT<D»2+ 1) 
08 .  07 S DP=(L/DW>*F£;QT<DE/E: I*FSQT((DW+ I)/2).;S P=DP*W 
08 .08 S DQ=»<L/DW)#FSQT<DE/E)*FSQT((DU-L>/2); S Q=DQ*V 
08 .  10 S CP=FCOS<P>;S SP=FSIN(P) 
08 .  15 S CHQ= CFEXP(Q> + FEXP(-Q> >/2;S SHQ=<FEXP< Q)-FEXP(-Q))/2 
08 .20 S BR= P* CP* CH Q+ 0* S P* SH G* (  2* P* Q* C P* SH Q- (  P F 2 -  Q T 2 )  * S P* CH Q )  
08 .25 S BI = GL* CP* CH Q" P* S P* SK (3- G* < 2* P* Q* S P* CH Q+ < P » 2- Q t 2 ) * CP* SH Q) 
08 .30 s T R= S P* CH Q+ G * < P* C P* CH Q+ Q* S P* SH Q )  
08 .35 s TI A CP* SHQ+ G* (  Q* CP* CH Q- P* SP* SH Q) 
08 .40 s ZR=-<W*MR)*(TI*BR-BX»TR)/(BRT2+BI T2) 
08 .45 s ZI=<W*MR>*(ÏR*BR+TI*BI)/(BRT2+BII2) 
08 .50 s CS=W/<2*3.14159);S %=ZI/10;D 16 
15 .01 c CALIBRATE DISPLAY 
15 .  10 A "MAX: FREQ",HF> "MIN FREQ", LF, "MAX Z",HZ, "MIN Z",LZ 
16 .01 C DISPLAY LOG FREQ VS IMPEDANCE 
16 .  10 S X=FLOG(CS/LF>*256/FL0G(HF/LF) 
16 .  20 s Y = (Z:-LZ ) * 25 5/ C HZ-LZ .» 
16 .30 s XY=FDIS(X,Y) 
* 
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APPENDIX D; LEAST SQOàEES CURVE FITTING 
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Statistical Methods 
A aatheaatical erpression for the variation of esperi-
meatal data is sometimes desirable» The simplest method 
for ezafflining data is by plotting the data on linear, semi­
log or log-log graph paper- If the data plots as a straight 
line on linear graph paper, it may be described by 
y = a + bx (D-1) 
where a and b are constants. The variables plotted are x and 
y. If the data forms a straight line on semi-log paper, one 
of the following two equations can be used in its descrip­
tion. 
y = a + bin(x) (D-2) 
bx 
y = ae (D-3) 
Shea plotted on log-log graph paper the equation form would 
be 
y = ax b (D-4) 
Equations {D-3) and (D-4) can be written as 
ln(y) = In(a) + bx (D-5) 
ln(y) = In(a) + bin(x) {D-6) 
Thus by a change of variables, all of the equation forms can 
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be expressed in the linear form of Eg. (D-1). 
A more precise method of curve fitting is the method of 
least squares (Miller and Freund, 1965). In this method the 
error between the linear approximation of the data and the 
original data is minimized. This method can be applied to 
any of the four equation forms above after changing to linear 
form. 
Assume that there are n data sets and the meas­
urement error is in only. The best linear approximation 
for y^^ can be expressed as 
= a 4- bx^ (D-7) 
where a and b are the constants for minimum error. The error 
between the true data value y. and the calculated data value 
1 
ïi' is 
Ei = Yi - y'i = Yi - (a+bXj,) (D-8) 
The method of least squares involves minimizing the expres­
sion 
^ Il 
^w^(£^)2 = - (a+bx^)]2 {D-9} 
i=l i=l 
The importance of each data value is included by using its 
weight w^. For a curve fit the form of Egs. (D-1) and (D-2) 
the weight of each data point is one and can be factored out. 
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For Egs. (D-5) and (D-6) the weights are (Leland, 1921) 
n(y-)2 
w. = 
i-1 ^ 
Note that for both cases 
n 
(0-11) 
1=1 
The weighted means of x and y are 
n 
^ w.Xi 
X = ) (0-12) 
1^ 
n 
R—: W . Y . 
y = z (D-13) 
i=l 
By minimizing Eg. (0-9) the parameters a and b can be 
found. 
a = y - bi (D-14) 
^ ^xy'^^xx (D-15) 
where 
n 
®xy = " X (D-16) 
èi 
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n 
^xx = ^  ^ - (nx)2 (D-17) 
i=l 
n 
Syy = n ^ - (ny) ^ (D-18) 
1=1 
k measure of the preciseness of curve fitting is the 
standard error. 
S S - S 2 
_ _ , XX yy xy 
- / n(n-2)S^ (D-19) 
The standard error can be normalized by dividing by the 
weighted mean. 
(D-20) 
The normalized standard error allows for comparison of curve 
fittings for different variables. 
Confidence intervals based on the student t distribution 
can be expressed 
+ (nx) 2 
a ± t(s^) / (D-21) 
^ ^  . (D-22) 
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FOCAL Curve Fitting Program 
C-8K FOCAL @1969 
01.01 C LEAST SQUARES CURVIÙ FITTING PROGRAM 
01.02 C NUMBER OF DATA PAI R.'j X,Y IS DENOTED BY "N" 
01.03 C MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA N=65 PAIRS OF X AND Y. 
01.04 C A LEAST SQUARES FIT OF THE DATA IS MADE FOR FOUR TYPES OF CURVES 
01 .05 C SUBR. "5" : Y « A •> B*X 
01 • 06 C SUBR. "6" * Y « A J- B*LOG(X) 
01 .07 C SUBR. f t  Y  t t  ; Y « A*X»B 
01 . 08 C SUBR. "8" * Y « A*EXP(B*X) 
01.10 C THESE CURVES ARE FITTED BY "DO 'SUBR.#'" 
01.11 C "DO 3" TO ENTER NUMBER OF DATA SETS AND STATISI CAL INFO. 
01.IS C NORMALIZED STANDARD ERRORS CALCULATED FOR COMPARISON OF CURVES. 
01.13 C TO BJJTER DATA, "DO 2". 
01. 14 C **CHANGE MEM DATA OF LOG 6002 TO 7600 TO DELETE "=". 
01.15 C TO CURVE FIT, AFTER SUBR.S #3 AND #2, "GO". 
01.30 T ! S !" iC X Y"! 
01.35 F M=1,N;T X3.00 M, %9 .08 X(M),Y(M), I ® 
01.50 T !"***LEAST SQUARES FIT OF DATA***"! tar 
01.55 T %3.00 "CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CALCULATED FOR CI, " ! 
01.56 T %4.03 "T VALUE USED = T, " FOR ", X2.00,N-2 
01.57 T " DEGREES OF FREEDOM"! 
01.60 D 5;D 6J!D 7; D 8 
01.90 Q 
02.01 C ROUTINE TO ENTER DATA 
02.12 T "GIVE DATA VALUES IN ORDER X, THEN Y."! 
02.15 F M«I,NIT %3.00 "i»="M; A X(M),Y(M) 
02.20 T "FOR ERROR IN ABOVE DATA SET, GIVE DATA NUMBER, THEN DATA."I 
02.21 T "DATA NUMBER 0 ENDS DATA INPUT !" I 
02.30 A "DATA #",M; I (-M)2.4 
02.35 R 
02.40 A X<M),Y<M);G 2.3 
03.01 C ROUTINE TO CHANGE NUMBER OF DATA AND CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
03.05 A "NUMBER OF DATA SETS? N, "CONFI DENCE INTERVAL", CI, !  
03.10 A "T STATISTIC FOR ABOVE FROM TABLE?", T, !  
04.01 C CONFIDENCE INTERVAL EVALUATION 
04.10 S SE=F5QT(FABS((ZY-(ZZF2/ZX))/(N*(N-2)))) 
04.20 S CA=T:KSE*FSQT( (ZX+SXF 2)/(N*ZX) ) 
04.30 S CB=T+SE*FSQT(N/ZX) 
04.40 S AL=A-CA;S AH=A+CA;S BL=B-CB;S BH=B+CB 
05.01 C LEAST SQUARES FÎT FOR LINEAR EQUATION OF THE FORM 
05.02 C Y = A + B'KX 
05.03 C N SETS OF VALUES FOR X(M) AND Y(M) ARE ASSUMED 
05.10 S YM=0.FS SX=0;S SY=0IS XY=0; S XQ=0;S YQ=0 
05.12 F M= 1,N; S YM=YM+Y(M)/N 
05.15 F M=I>N;S SX=SX+X(M);S SY=SY+Y<M);S XY=XY+X(M)*Y(M) 
05.20 F M=: 1,N; s XQ=XQ+X(M) » 2i s YQ=YQ+Y<M)t2 
05.30 S ZX=N+XQ-SX»2; S ZY=N*YQ-SY12; S ZZ=N*XY-SX'«=SY 
05.35 S B=ZZ/ZX/*S A=< SY-B*SX>/N; D 4 
05.36 C 
05.40 S SE=0 
05.42 F M=I,N;S YC=A+B»X(M>;D 5.8 
05.45 S SE=FSQT(SE)/YM 
05.50 T !  "*** EQUATION FORM" 
05.51 T " Y = A+B*X"! 
05.52 T %11.10 "NORMALIZED STANDARD ERROR =", SE, !  
05.54 T XI1.08 
05.55 T " A=", A, " B=",B, !  
05.56 T %;D 5.55 
05.57 T "AL=", AL, " AH=", AH, !  
05.58 T "BL=",BL," BH=",BH, !  
05.70 R 
05.80 S SE=SE+( (Y(M) -YC) ) *2/(N-2) 
06.01 C EQUATION FORM Y = A + B*LOG<X) 
06.10 0 Sol 
06.18 0 5.12 
06.15 F M"UN; S SX=SX+FLOGCXCM));S SY=SY+Y(M);5 XY=XY+FLOG(X(M))*Y(M) 
06.20 F M«1*N;S XQ=XQ+FL0G<X<M)) t2; S YQ=YQ+Y(M) »ÎÎ 
06.30 D 5.3 
06» 35 D 5.35 
06.36 D 5.36 
06.40 0 5.4 
06.42 F 1,N; S YC= A+B*FLOG<XCM> ) ; D 5.8 
06.45 D 5.45 
06.50 D 5.5; D 6.52; D 5.52;G 6.55 
06.52 T " Y=A+B*LOG(X)"! 
06.55 D 5.54;D 5.55 
06.56 D 5.56;D 5.57;D 5.58 
07.01 C EQUATION FORM Y = At=X*B 
07. 10 D 5. i; S SU=0 3 
07. 12 D 5. 12 ® 
07.13 F M= 1,N; S SW=SW+Y(M) tîî 
07.15 F M= 1,N; D 7.95; S SX=SX+W*FLOG(X(M) ); S SY=Ff+V*FLOG(Y(M) ) 
07.17 F M= 1,N; D 7.95; S XY=XY+W*FLOG(X(M) )*FLOG(Y(M) ) 
07.20 F M= 1,N; D 7.95; S XQ=X 0+W#FL0G <X (M) ) 12; S Y Q=Y Q+W+FLOG CY(M) ) f 2 
07.30 D 5.3 
07.35 D 5.35; S A=FEXP(A); S J\H-FEXP( AH ) J S AL=FEXP(AL) 
07.36 S MY = C);F M-Î,NSD 7.9 5) S MY=MY+W*FLOG(Y(M))/N 
07.37 C 
07.40 D 5.4 
07 . 42 F M= UN; S YC=A*FEXP<Ij'KFLOG<X(M) ) ); D 5.8 
07.45 D 5.45 
07.50 D 5.5; D 7.52; D 5. 52; Ci 7.55 
07.52 T " Y"A*X»B"f 
07.55 D 5.54;D 5.55 
07.56 D 5.56; D 5.57;D 5.58 
07.70 R 
07.95 S W=(H*Y<M) t2>/SW 
C8o01 C EQUATION FORM Y = A*EXP<B*X) 
08. 10 D 7.1 
08. 12 D 5. 12 
08. 13 D 7.13 
08.15 F M=1,N; D 7.95; S SX=SX>W*X<M)i S SY = SYii-W*FLOG<Y(M) ) 
08.17 F M= 1,N; D 7.95; S XY=XY+W*FLOG(Y(M) )*X(M> 
08.20 F M= 1,N; D 7.95; S XQ«XG1+W*X<M) *2; S YQ=YQ+W*FLOG(Y(M) ) *2 
08 . 30 D 5*3 
08.35 D 7.35 
08.36 D 7.36; D 7.37 
03.40 D 5.4 
08.42 F M= 1,N; S YC=A*FEXP<BXtX(M) >; D 5.8 
08.45 D 5.45 
08 . 50 D 5.5; D 8.52; D 5.52; 6 8.55 
08 . 52 T " Y= A*EXP(B*X)" I 
08 . 55 D 5.54; D 5.55 
08.56 D 5.56; D 5.57; D 5.58 
09.01 C ROUTINE TO CHECK CURVE FITTING 
09.02 C CHANGE "DO 9.3" IN 9.12 FOR DIFFERENT TYPE CURVES 
09.05 V 9.12 
09.10 A "A1 A1, "B1 B1, "A2", A2, "B2", B2, ! 
09. 12 F M= 1, 10; D 9 . 2; D 9.3 
09 .  15 D I; Û 
09.20 S X(M} = A1 + B1*M 
09.30 S Y(M)i=A2+B2*X(M) 
09 o 40 S Y(M;»=A2+B2*FL0G(XCM) ) 
09.50 S Y(M)=A2*FEXP(B2*FL0G(X(M))) 
09.60 S Y<M:» = A2*FEXP<B2*X(M) ) 
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APPENDIX E: DATA PLOTTING PROGRAM 
C-8K FOCAL 01969 
01.01 C DATA PLOTTING PROGRAM 
01 «02 C 
01.03 C GIVJÎN VARIABLES X AND Y, THIS PROGRAM WILL PLOT VARIOUS 
01.04 C SYMBOLS AT COORDINATES (X,Y> 
01.05 G PLOT CAN BE EITHER LINEAR OR LOGRITHMIC, SCALING IS 
01.06 C AUTOMATIC BY GIVING MAX AND MIN VALUES FOR X AND Y ON GRAPH. 
01.07 C ***FOR GRAPH CALIBRATION*** "DO 19" 
01.08 C SYMBOLS ARE DENOTED BY NUMBER AS FOLLOWS: 
01.10 C SQUARE # 0 , CROSS # 1 > TRIANGLE # 2 * DIAMOND * 3 
01.11 C OCTAGON # 4 , "X" # 5 , INVERTED TRIANGLE # 6 
01.12 C fiLL SYMBOLS HAVE DOT INCLUDED AT CENTER. 
01.13 C FOR DOT ONLY USE it 7 
01.14 C SYMIBOL SIZE = GRAPH SIZE *SIZE NUMBER / 1024 
01.15 C *** CHANGE SYMBOL Ai)JD SIZE*** "D0 3" 
01.20 C X AJMD Y ARE ASKED FOR IN PAIRS WITH A COMMAND ASK ALSO. w 
01.21 C AFTER GIVING X AND Y, GIVE "P" FOR PLOT, "E" FOR ERROR (NO PLOT) 
01.22 C OR "S" FOR STOP. AFTER STOP, NEW SYMBOL OR NEW GRAPH 
01.23 C CALIBRATION CAN BE DONE. 
02.01 C CONTROL OF POINT PLOT 
02.05 T " GIVE DATA X,Y, AND P, E, S AS DESCRIBED ABOVE!"! 
02. 10 A X,Y,E 
02. 15 I (E-0P)2. 1,2.2 
02.17 Q 
02.20 D 6;G 2.1 
03.01 C CHANGE SYMBOL 
03.10 A "SYMBOL NUMBER?",SY,"SIZE?",A 
03.20 Q 
04.01 C CHECK PLOT POSSIBILITY 
04. 10 I (X-A)4.52 
04. 15 I <Y-A)4.52 
04.20 I < 10;23-X-A)4.8 
04.25 I < 1023-Y-A)4.8 
04.30 0 9 
04.35 I <-SY)4.375D 102 R 
04.37 I <1-.SY)4.45D 1 13 R 
04.40 I (2-SY)4.42;D 12; R 
04.42 I <3-SY)4.45;D 13; R 
04.45 I <4-SY)4.47;D 14; R 
04.47 I <5-SY)4.5;D 15! R 
04.50 I C6-SY)4.52;D 16; R 
04.52 R 
04.8 0 Q 
05.01 C CONTROL FOR CURVE PLOT 
05.02 C CURVE EQUATION IN 5.9 
05.05 S NP«20;W 5.9 
05. 10 I (  QX-0Y)5.2, 5.3 
05.20 F DX=LX, (HX-LX)/NP,HX;S X=DX; D 5.9; D 6 
05.22 Q 
05.30 S DX«LX;S IX=FEXP(FLOG(HX/LX)/NP) 
05.35 I (HX-DX)5.22,5.22 
05.40 S x=Dx;s DX=DX*IX;D 5 .9;D 6;G 5.35 
05.90 S Y=O345748E+01 + .246103E-04 * X 
06.01 C CONTROL OF PLOT TYPE 
06.20 I (QX-0Y)6.3, 6.25, 6.3 
06.25 S X=]023*FLOG(X/LX)/FLOG(HX/LX);G 6.4 
06.30 S X=I023*(X-LX)/(HX-LX) 
06.40 1 (QY-0Y)6.5, 6.45,6,5 
06.45 S Y=1023*FLOG(Y/LY)/FLOG(HY/LY);G 6.6 
06.50 S Y=I023*(Y-LY)/(HY-LY) 
06.60 D 4 
06.90 R 
09» 01 C SET DOT 
09.10 S DV-'FX( 17,X)S S DU=FX<: 18,Y); D 20 
10.01 C DPAW SQUARE 
10.10 S DU=FX(17,X-A);S DU-FX(18,Y-A);D 22; D 25; D 21 
10*15 F AN=W,AJS DU«FX(17,X-A+2*AN) 
10.20 F AN=0,AJS DU=:FX( 18,Y"A+2*AN) 
10.25 F AN={J,A;S DU«FX(17,X+A-2*AN) 
10.30 F AN=0,AJS DU«FX(18,YhA-2*AN) 
10.35 S DU=fX(9) 
11.01 C DRAW CROSS 
11.10 S DU=FX< 18,Y-A); D 22; D 25; D 21 
11.15 F AN= ()* A; S DU«FX( 18,Y -A+2*AN) 
11.17 D 26; D 21 
11.20 S DU=FX(18/Y);S DU=FX( 17,X-A); D 22; D 25; D 21 
11.25 F AN=0jA;S DU»FX(17,X-A+2*AN) 
11.27 D 26 
12.01 C DRAW TRIANGLE 
12.10 S DU=FX(17,X-A);S DU" FX C 18, Y-A/2) ; D 22; D 25; D 21 
12.15 F AN=W,A;S DU-FXC 17,X-A+2*AN) 
12.20 F AN=(3>A;S DU-FXC 17,X+A-AN); S DU=FX(18,Y-A/2+3*AN/2) 
12.22 D 21 
12.25 F AN=(5,A;S DU"FX( 17,X-AN) ; S DU=FX(18,Y+A-3*AN/2) 
12.27 D 26; D 21 
13.01 C DRAW DIAMOND 
13.10 S DU=FX(17,X-A);D 222 D 25; D 21 
13.15 F AN=(g, A;S DU=FX(17,X-A+AN);S DU=FX(18,Y-AN) 
13.17 D 21 
13.20 F AN= 0, A; S DU = FX(17,X+AN);S DU=FX< 18,Y-A+AN) 
13.22 D 21 
13.25 F AN=I3, A;S DU=FX < 17, X+A-AN) ; S DU=FX(18,Y+AN) 
13.27 D 21 
13.30 F AN=0, A;S DU=FX(17,X-AN);S DU=FX(18,Y+A-AN) 
13.32 D 26; D 21 
14.01 C DRAW OCTAGON 
14.10 S DU=rX(17,X-A)JS DU»FX(18,Y-A/2);D 22;D 25;D 21 
14.15 F AN=I3>A/2;S DU=FX(1T,X-A+AN);S DU=FX( 18,Y-A/2-AN) 
14.20 F AN= 0, A; S DU«FX(17,X-A/2+AN) 
14.25 F AN=(U A/8; S DU=FX< 17,X+A/2+AN); S DU=FX(18,Y-A+AN) 
14.30 F AN=(), A; S DU«FX(18,Y-A/2+AN) 
14.35 F AN=I3,A/2;S DU=FX(17,X+A-AN);S DU=FX(18,Y+A/2+AN) 
14.40 F AN=W,AJS DU»FX(17,X+A/2-AN) 
14.45 F AN=W,A/2;S DU=FX(17,X-A/2-AN);S DU=FX(18,Y+A-AN) 
14.50 F AW=I3>A;S DU»FX( 18,Y+A/2-AN) 
14.55 D 21; D 26 
15.01 G DRAW AN X 
15.10 S DU=FX(17,X-A);S DU»FX(18,Y-A);D 22; D 25; D 21 
1515 F AN=(), A; S DU"FX(17,X-A+2*AN);S DU=FX(18,Y-A+2*AM) 
15.20 D 26;]) 21 
15«25 S DU=FX(17,X-A);D 2210 25; D 21 
15.30 F AN=(II, A; S DU"FX(17,%-A+2*AN);S DU=FX(18,Y+A-2*AN) 
15.35 D 26 
16.01 C DRAW UPSIDE DOWN TRIANGLE 
16.10 S DU=FX(17,X-A);S DU«FX< 18>Y+A/2); D 22; D 25; D 21 
16ol5 F AN=0,A;S DU»FX(17,X-A+AN);S DU=FX(18,Y+A/2-3*AN/2) 
16.20 F AN=0, A; S DU«FX( 17>X+AN); S DU=FX(18,Y-A+3*AN/2) 
16.25 F AN= 0, A; S DU"FX( 17,5Î+A-2*AN) 
16.30 D 26; I) 21 
19.01 C CALIBRATE XY RECORDER 
19.05 A "LOG X, Y OR N? QX., "LOG Y, Y OR N?", QY 
19.10 A "MIN X?",LXj"MAX X?",HX 
19.20 A "MIM Y?",LY,"MAX Y?",HY 
19.30 S DU=rX( 17, 0); S DU=FXC 18, 0); A "LOWER LEFT J", DU 
19.35 S DU=FX< 17, 1023); A "LOWER RIGHT !",DU 
19.40 S DU=FX(18,1023);A "UPPER RIGHT!",DU 
19.45 S DU=IX( 17, 0); A "UPPliR LEFT!", DU 
19.50 D 19.3; Q 
20.01 C DELAY AND PEN 
20. 10 F N=0„ 100SS DU=0 
20.20 S DU=FX(1);F N=0,50:5 DU=0 
20.30 S DU=JFX<9);D 21 
21.01 C DELAY 1 
21.10 F N=0.. 30; S DU=0 
22.01 C DELAY 2 
22.10 F N=0.. 100;S DU=0 
25.01 C PEN DOWN 
25. 10 S DU= FX( 1) 
26.01 C PEN UP 
26.10 S DU=FX(9) 
* 
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